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HORNS UP!

66

Clinton: prepare
for hike in taxes

You're not from
Arkansas. You're
wearing shoes.
UTM's fans
page 10

99

SOUTHFIELD, Mich.(AP) —
Three weeks into his presidenPresident Clinton looked straight cy. Clinton was back in a
into the camera and braced campaign-mode, relaxed and conAmericans to get ready to dig fident in a television studio as he
into their wallets. "1 wish I could answered questions from a live
promise you that I won't ask you audience in this Detroit suburb
to pay any more," he apologeti- and from questioners hooked up
cally told a nationally broadcast by satellite in Seattle, Miami and
town meeting.
Atlanta.
But it was a promise he
An early question about the
wouldn't make.
economy brought him off his
The overriding message from stool and he stayed on his feet for
Wednesday night's hour-long
most of the program. He seemed
program was that the middle to relish his return to the televiclass — along with the wealthy sion format he used as a candiand corporations — probably will date to reach directly into Ameribe hit with higher taxes in the cans' living rooms.
economic plan he'll unveil next
"We're back out here," said
Wednesday.
Clinton media adviser Paul Bega"I cannot tell you that I won't la, who accompanied the presiask you to make any contribution dent on his first trip on Air Force
to the changes we have to One. "This is where we should
make," said Clinton, who as a be."
campaigner had promised tax
Though far from Washington,
cuts — not increases — for the Clinton did not escape controvermiddle class. He said the deficit
was far worse than he'd thought. • TURN TO PAGE 2

66
I got two tonight,
fellas. I got one here
and one in Arkansas.
Scott Edgar
page 10

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS
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SCHOOLS
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Members of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee
say schools should pay cash
for computers. Page 3

OPEN MEETINGS

Tom Barlow trying to stay
in touch with 'home folks'

Executive sessions can breakup routine meetings. Under the
Kentucky open meetings law,
an executive session can be
held to discuss such things as
specific personnel matters,
deliberations on the future sale
or purchase of real estate when
the publicity would probably
affect value and discussions of
proposed or pending litigation.
Page 4

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lactgor & Times Statf Wrtlai

FORECAST
Occasional rain continuing.
Low around 40. East wind 15
mph becoming northeast.
Chance of rain 90 percent. Friday, cloudy and cooler with
rain likely. High in the mid
40s. Chance of rain 60
percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, 0.0; below 303.2, +0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
354.4, 0.0; below 310.1, +0.8
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MISS YOUR PAPER?

r S limos photo
Rachel Cella of Murray High School, Alan Emerson of Murray State University
and Christy Scott of
Calloway County High School practice in preparation for tonight's "Strike Up the
Bands" concert at
MSU's Lovett Auditorium. The concert, featuring the bands of the three schools,
begins at 8 p.m.

Hijacked flight heads for New York
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP)
— A gunman hijacked a Lufthansa airliner carrying 104 passengers and crew today and forced it
to cross the Atlantic toward New
York.
Officials said the plane was
expected at John F. Kennedy Airport this afternoon from Hanover,
a northern German city where the
plane refueled after being
hijacked over Austria. It was the
first hijacking of a Lufthansa
plane since 1977.
A Hanover radio station said a
ham radio operator taped a radio
conversation between the plane
and Hanover airport authorities
indicating that the hijacker

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

By DWAIN McINTOSH
Tough economic times tend to
create a climate which makes it
easier for scam artists to find
consumers vulnerable to their
schemes.
That was a reality that Kentucky Attorney General Chris
Gorman said became readily
apparent to him shortly after he

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper. call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. .MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

Establishing strong, active District offices is another of his
goals.
The three issues that Barlow
said he wants to focus on the next
two years are regional landfills,
rural health delivery and a fouryear engineering degree accessible to western Kentucky.
He describes the establishment
of regional landfills as a challenge and the engineering degree
as a future source of industrial
development.
Asked what it is like to be the
congressman instead of the lobbyist. Barlow laughed and said,
II TURN TO PAGE 3

took office just more than a year
ago.
"When people have lost their
jobs and are struggling, and perhaps even a little desperate, they
often become more susceptible to
people who would take advantage
of them." he said.
With that in mind, he doubled
the number of attorneys in his
office working on consumer protection matters to six and

increased the staff in the Consumer Protection Division of the
Office of Attorney General by 25
percent.
Yet he still was not fully satisfied. He felt that consumers in
the far reaches of Kentucky did
not have the same convenient
access to consumer protection
services as those in the
Louisville-Frankfort-Lexington
area.

"We decided that we could get cil, which Gorman described as
much more done by tapping some "the watch dog" for the eight
available voluntary talent," Gor- counties of the Jackson Purchase.
Current members have a varieman said. "Three consumer proty of backgrounds, ranging from
tection councils were established
out in the state, with the first one legal services, the post office,
law enforcement, state represenactivated in the Purchase Area in
tative, homemakers and retirees.
August 1992."
He said council members are
Randall Patterson of Route 2
Hazel is among the 12 members trained by Consumer Protection
now serving on the Purchase
Area Consumer Protection Coun- • TURN TO PAGE 2

Activities planned for Small Business Development Week
By STACEY CROOK

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

speaking on condition of
anonymity, confirmed that the
man spoke German, but declined
to give other details.
Ingo Marek, spokesman for the
Lower Saxony Interior Ministry,
said the hijacker's only demand
was to refuel the plane and "be
flown on to New York."
Marek, speaking on n-tv, said
he was not aware of any negotiations between the hijacker and
German authorities.
A radio station broadcast what
it said was a tape of a conversation between the cockpit of the
hijacked plane and the airport
tower monitored by a ham radio
operator.

TOM BARLOW

Gorman increases consumer protection access
Ledger & Times Asst. Gen. Mgr.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

intended to release all hostages
and surrender in New York.
Officials gave few details of
what happened aboard the plane,
an Airbus 310 en route from
Frankfurt to Cairo, Egypt. and
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. No injuries were reported, and the identity of the hijacker was not known.
The ARD television network
and the n-tv news channel
reported rumors that the hijacker
was a Bosnian man "with complaints about the United
Nations," which has been trying
to arrange a peace accord in Bosnia's ethnic war. The n-tv report
said the man spoke German.
Security sources in Hanover,

It has been slightly over a
month since U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow arrived in Washington D.C.,
and now he knows how quickly
politicians can feel cut off.
"I knew it was fast paced but I
am surprised how quickly I feel
cut off from home folks. The
issues are national and you are
constantly tying them back
home," he said.
Stopping off at The Ledger &
Times office Tuesday, Barlow
was alone. Most politicians travel
with an entourage of aides.
"I always travel alone," he said
as he settled into a conference
chair.
During his campaign, Barlow
defied conventional wisdom and
as he takes office, he is departing
from conventional practice.
To stay in touch, he said he is
returning to western Kentucky
every weekend.
Vowing to cut 10 percent of
his office expenses, Barlow said
he will run questionnaires in local newspapers instead of having
mass mailings. He also plans to
have eight formal listening sessions in each of the 31 counties
of the First Congressional
District.

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Plans are taking shape for the
Murray-Calloway County Small
Business Development Week
from March 22 through March
26.
A kick-off luncheon is scheduled for March 22. Bob Valentine will be the guest speaker.
Seminars covering a wide variety of topics are being planned.
Expert speakers from banking,
agriculture, health services and
management will be present to
answer questions.
Topics relating to issues every
business must face will be carefully addressed. For instance, a
seminar on the American Diabilities Act is set for March 23.

Several university professors
help local businessmen gather
will be on hand to discuss envir- information they. may need.
onmental issues such as recycling
"In most small businesses
and composting.
they're always having problems,"
Agricultural topics will be dis- she said. "For instance many
cussed throughout the week.
don't know how to deal with
Director of the Murray State
bankers."
University Small Business DeveMiller said experienced indivilopment Center Rosemary Miller duals will be on hand to help
said the seminars should be use- answer those questions.
ful .to the general public.
A mobile unit will be located
"We're trying to present such a on the northwest corner of
the
variety of programs that there is court square from 9 a.m. to noon
going to be something for every- and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. March
22
one from farmers to bankers," she through March 25 and from
9
said.
a.m. to 11 a.m. March 26.
Small Business Development
People will be in the unit to
Week has been in operation for answer questions or give advice
three years. This is the first time, free of charge. Miller said she
however, such an event has been encourages small businessmen to
in Murray.
Miller said she hopes It will .
•TURN TO PAGE 2

STACEY CROOK/Lodger a Ttmara photo

P
.Parker,
arker, owner of WBI,N-WSJP radio, discusses aspects of
the upcoming Murray-Callowav Small Business Development
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of Americans filing firsttime claims for jobless benefits
fell to 340,000 in late January,
the government said today. It was
the second straight drop and a
further sign of an improving
labor market.
The Labor Department said
new applications for unemployment insurance dropped by
12,000 during the week ended
Jan. 30 to the lowest level since
they totaled 291,000 during the
week ended Dec. 26.
Applications had dropped
11,000 a week earlier, to
352,000, the first decline in four
weeks.
Some analysts had cautioned
against reading too much into the
Jan. 23 decline since claims
offices were open one day less
that week because of the Martin

"A personal car. home
1
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Jobless claims fall again
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"A Moms of Dlstirsction"

Private Room With Bath Now Available
1. Three balanced meals prepared daily and
served family style. Dietician approved.
2. Safe and secure environment.
24 hour supervision.
3. Supervision & administration of medications.
4. Wide screen T.V.
5. Totally air conditioned for your comfort.

ft. Phone and cable hook-ups available.
7. Space for your own vehicle. City
bus stops at the front door.
8. Your choice of physicians
9. Planned activities and entertainment.
10. Lots of TLC from a considerate
and caring staff.
Licensed Nurse On Staff
—.44ak Day Care Program Available—

FERN TERRACE LODGE

For More Information Call: (502)753-7109
Glade Dodd - Administrasor
Jerry Kalbsnrr - Assistant Adasinistralor
Janie Underwood - Activity/Day Care Coorthmaior

1505 Stadium View Dr. 753-7109

PIONEER HOME THEATER
#

Luther King holiday. They said
further declines were needed to
confirm any substantial
improvement.
Still, the Labor Department
reported last week that payroll
employment rose by 106,000 in
January, the biggest increase in
six months, while the unemployment rate dipped to 7.1 percent
after remaining stalleJ at 7.3 percent the previous two months.
The four-week moving average
of new claims also fell in the latest reporting period, to 354,250.
The average had jumped to
355,250 a week earlier, the highest level since late November.

Projection TV • Laser Disc Players • CD Changers • Audio/Video Receivers • Tape Decks
Speakers By: PIONEER • ADVENT • INFINITY

WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING

SOUND DESIGNS

CA///0/Ort ritetric

808 Coldwater Rd.

For More Information

Call 759-1835

(One Block from MSI)

Interest Rates Have Dropped Again!

United Commonwealth's
Advancing Rate CD
6.25%
When you invest in
4.50%
United Commonwealth's
4.00%
Advancing Rate CD,there's
only one thing your interest
rate can do. Go up.
You see we start with a
First
Second'
beginning rate of 4.0% and 6-Months 6-Months
every 6 months the rate goes up during the
24 month term until it reaches 6.25%. And
that's not all. You can withdraw any or all of
your investment atniany 6 month interval.

And it takes only $500
to get it started.
Why keep your
money locked up
at a low rate of
return? Stop by United
Third
Fourth
6-Months 6-Months
Commonwealth Bank
today and open an Advancing Rate CD. See
how advanced banking can be at Murray's
most progressive financial institution.
5.25%

A Wiswell Road woman reported to the police that she has been receiving
threatening phone calls. Police and the telephone company are
investigating.

WOMAN CHARGED WITH SPEEDING AND DUI

FROM PAGE 1

FOUR ARE INJURED IN ACCIDENT

come by the unit.
She also recommended making
an appointment to see a counselor, but walk-ins will be accepted
on a first-come, first-served
basis.
Miller said this type of activity
has been very successful in other
communities and she hopes local
businesses will take advantage of
this opportunity.

A Fox Meadows resident reported that someone called and threatened to
burn his home and his cat if he did not keep the cat out of their garden. The
reporting party told police he does not own a cat.
Dawn Marse of Murray was arrested Wednesday night and charged with
DUI and speeding.

Four people were injured in an accident Wednesday at 1:54 p.m. The vehicles, operated by Cleatus Colson of Rt. 4 Murray and Jamie L. Tucker of
Broad Street were southbound on S. 12th near the city limits. A flagman for
the state highway department waved them around a state truck. After going
around the truck, the Tucker vehicle slowed to turn right on Tabard Drive.
Colson indicated that he looked away and failed to see the car in front of
him slow down. Both drivers, 18-year-old Anne Tucker and 11 -month-old
Nathan Tucker were injured. None of the injuries were believed to be serious. The Murray Fire Department assisted the Murray Police Department
and ambulance personnel.

MAN CHARGED WITH ALCOHOL INTOXICATION
Timothy Wayne Wilson of Rt. 2 Murray was charged with alcohol intoxication Wednesday night.

•Gorman increases...
FROM PAGE 1
Division staff members in his
office. They become familiar
with basic consumer protection

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pick 3
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GRAB ON TO THIS NEW
ADVANCED CD AN)WATCH
THE RATES GO UP

POLICE INVESTIGATE THREATENING PHONE CALLS

IN Activities...

Shell

Dealer • HITACHI' VCR's and Televisions

local men are facing charges in connection with a rash of burglaries
According to Calloway County Deputy Stan Scott, Eddie Eldridge, 18, Rt. 1
Almo; Ricky Holland, 18, Rt. 3 Murray and Lloyd Arnold, 24, Rt 3 Murray,
were involved in several burglaries. Eldridge was charged with two counts of
receiving stolen property over $100 and one count of theft by unlawful taking over $300. He was jailed in Calloway County on a $5,000 cash bond.
Holland was charged with one count of receiving stolen property over $100
and three counts of theft by unlawful taking over $300. He was placed in the
Calloway County Jail in lieu of a $5,000 cash bond. Arnold was charged
with one count of theft by unlawful taking over $300. Scott said Eldridge and
Holland allegedly broke into a house in Erin, Tenn. and stole a guitar, amplifier, VCR, Nintendo and a remote control. They transported the merchandise to Calloway County. Scott said he recovered the items. Eldridge and
Holland also allegedly stole a heavy-duty battery charger from Almo, which
was later recovered by Scott. Holland is also suspected of stealing a Motorola two-way radio from Hutson's Chemical Company in Murray. The radio
has been recovered. Finally, Scott said Holland and Arnold allegedly stole
two stereos from boats at Darnell Marine Sales in Murray. These items were
also recovered.

HOMEOWNER RECEIVES THREAT

What is Home Theater/Surround Sound?

Authorized 97,7

THREE MEN CHARGED WITH THEFT
Three

Many analysts prefer to track
the four-week average because it
smooths out the volatility of the
weekly numbers and more accurately reflects the labor situation.

You don't just watch it!

Home Theater delivers the thrill, the gut wrenching excitement and the emotion of
being in the middle ofthe action. The image you see comes alive with the sound you feel
all around you. Its a ticket to the best seat in the house. Home Theater can be very
affordable, most of the equipment you presently own can be upgraded to produce your
own Home Theater. Most rented movies are recorded with Dolby'Surround,and when
played on your own home theater system the movie is heard the way the director
originally intended.From a big screen projection TV to in-wall speakers, we can provide
any piece of equipment needed for home entertainment.

Local News Roundup
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A& A AUTO
RENTAL
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
oCall Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

laws and are able to identify what
consititutes a legitimate consumer
complaint.
"Education and awareness are
the keys in spotting suspicious
activity early," he explained. "By
identifying a scam immediately,
we can take action before so
many people are adversely
affected."
The councils have no enforcement authority but work with
trained professionals to develop
consumer education programs
and legislation that will benefit
consumers.
Their members also work with
consumers on a local basis and
report activity they suspect is
fraudulent for investigation and
possible litigation by the Consumer Protection Division.
Meetings of the Purchase Area
Consumer Protection Council,
headed by W.C. Young of Paducah as chairman, are scheduled
on the first Thursday evening of
each month in the offices of the
Paducah Chamber of Commerce.
Consumer calls also ring into
that office at (502) 443-0445 and
a Chamber staff member sends
out consumer-complaint forms.
Consumers document in writing
their complaints against businesses or companies they feel have
conducted business in an unfair
manner.
Complaints, which are marked
to identify them as from the
Purchase Area, are then mailed to
the Consumer Protection Division
in Frankfort. Mediators review
the complaint and begin the
mediation process.

•Clinton: prepare...
FROM PAGE 1
sies that have shaken the early
days of his administration.
Two questioners challenged
him on lifting the ban on
homosexuals in the military.
Clinton said he understood why
some people opposed his policy
but he did not retreat from it. He
said he wished the issue had not
come up so soon in his
administration.
On another touchy subject, a
woman in Atlanta inquiring about
his programs for child-care mentioned the subject of "nannygate" — the furor over illegal
aliens in domestic positions that
sank the nomination of Zoe Baird
and the consideration of Kimba
Wood for attorney general.
Clinton said "you'd be
amazed" how many potential
nominees did not know they had
to withhold Social Security taxes
on any employee they had paid
$50 over three months.

UNITED

1110 COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

United Commonwealth Bank. Together it's possible.
1300 Johnson

Boulevard. MurraN. KY 42071 • 502-759-9443
exiN trahdrawal
ndrpow. Insurn1 tty Ina to S
Mem*** F
•01,9J1111.11r.n..ii,

dr:

Copies of the complaints arc
provided to the Purchase Area
Council, which monitors the
progress of each and provides
local assistance as needed.
The Purchase Area Council has
chosen to place its emphasis on
consumer education. Its education
committee is involved in several
activities intended to provide
information that will make consumers more cautious and aware
of potential scams.
Those efforts include special
projects, speaking engagements,
public service announcements,
brochures, public forums, broadcast interviews, and a consumer
column for area newspapers.
A legislation committee will
review drafts of consumer legislation prepared by attorneys in
the Consumer Protection Division
and offer suggestions for
strengthening the proposals.
Town meetings are a possibility sometime before the 1994 session of the Kentucky General
Assembly to discuss the legislation and to give consumers an
opportunity to have direct input.
Some of the biggest complaint
areas are telemarketing, loans by
mail, home improvement and
used car sales.
In 1992, the mediation branch
and the Consumer Hotline
(1-800-432-9257) heard complaints from more than 60,000
unhappy consumers. More than
7,000 filed written complaints.
The Consumer Protection Division returned almost $1.25 million in restitution, goods and services to complainants.

A woman in Miami challenged
his retreat from a promise to lift
restrictions on Haitian refugees.
He said he feared the loss of lives
if thousands of Haitians took to
the seas.
Clinton said he already could
see "how easy it is for a president to get out of touch, to be
caught up in the trappings of
Washington, and basically to be
told by people that nothing needs
to be changed or you can't
change things."
He promised "to try to stay in
touch with you this whole four
years so that you can honestly
tell me what you think."
In a sharply worded warning to
European trading partners, Clinton said, "I am not going to roll
over and play dead" as America's aviation industry falters.
"Either the Europeans are going
to have to quit subsidizing Airbus
and trying to deny us access to
those contracts ... or we're going
to have to meet the competition."

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Vinyl and Aluminum Sidng
Replacement VAndows-Patio Doors
Carports-Patio Enclosures
*Wolvenne
-Certain Teed
'Reynolds
'Alcoa
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh. Owner
P0 Box 1064, Murray. KY 42071
(502)753-0280
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Schools told not to buy bonds for computers
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associstsel Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Members of the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee say
schools should pay cash for
computers.
The committee voted Wednesday to free $10 million more in
state money for the school tech-

nology system, but added a provision that is supposed to tell local
districts not to finance equipment
purchases or enter into long-term
leases or purchase arrangements.
"If they have the money, they
ought to buy it. If they don't have
the money, they ought not buy
it," said Sen. Mike Moloney, DLexington, the committee
chairman.
The committee vote was on the

A R DI

planks in the 1990 Kentucky
Education Reform Act platform.

bill to remove the financial logjam that has held up the installation of computers in Kentucky
classrooms. Its effect is to lift a
spending cap and let the state pay
more for planning the system that
could eventually cost $400
million.
Committee members also took
the opportunity to vent some
frustration about the technology
plan, one of the most expensive

PAGE 3

Sen. Dan Kelly, R-Springfield,
questioned the scope of the project, which envisions a computer
work station for every teacher
and one for every six students.

"Are we creating something
that's more than we really need
to improve education in the
schools?" Kelly asked.

Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

News of tile World

,f41 tat

AN AGGRESSIVE STANCE TOWARD PEACE
WASHINGTON— The Clinton administration is taking an aggressive diplomatic stance on Balkans peacemaking that holds out promise to beleaguered Bosnian Muslims that they will not be forced to accept a distasteful
settlement of their war with Serbs. The administration said Wednesday it
was willing to contribute U.S. ground troops to help maintain a cease-fire, if
one could be reached, but it would not provide Muslims with either hopedfor U.S. weapons or aerial attacks on Serbian mortars that have devastated
population centers. Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher told reporters
that supplying weapons and air strikes were considered seriously during a
three-week policy review. But "on balance," he said, Clinton's advisers concluded that coming down on the side of the Muslims could pose risks for
Canadian, British and French peacekeeping forces in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

STRONG RETAIL RESULTS IN JANUARY
WASHINGTON— American consumers have carried their Christmas buying
spirit into the new year, but economists aren't sure how long it will last. In
December, retail sales jumped 1.2 percent — the best Christmas for retailers in five years, according to the Commerce Department. Much of the buying was fueled by credit-card borrowing and analysts wondered whether
consumers' exuberance would fade when the bills came due. They received
at least a partial answer to their question last week when major general
merchandise chain stores reported surprisingly strong results in January.
Economist Mark Zandi of Regional Financial Associates in West Chester,
Pa., says the pace of consumer spending probably will flag unless consumers see healthier growth in jobs and incomes. Also, many taxpayers over
the next few months will be in for a surprise when they see the size of their
refund checks or find out that the owe the government more money than
they expected, he said. That's because last year, in an attempt to revive
spending, President Bush ordered withholding reduced.

WESTERN EUROPE SENDS REFUGEES BACK
ROME — When Italy deported nearly 20,000 Albanian boat people overnight two years ago, the continent was shocked. Greece's decision last
week to deport half a million illegal immigrants caused barely a ripple of
concern. After opening its doors to millions of refugees over the past
decade, western Europe has had enough. "We have the obligation to
impose law and security in our society, a responsibility toward our people,"
Greece's foreign undersecretary, Virginia Tsouderou, said of her country's
crackdown. But others wonder if western Europe should be snuffing out a
beacon of liberty and hope.
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753-MEAT

Freeze Your Tax Refunds
Let us customize a freezer package for
your family's needs. Special prices on
larger quantities of meat.

Model
#DB-100PW

Weekly Special
U.S.D.A. Choice

Brisket
Pork

Baby Back Ribs
U.S.D.A.

Flank Steaks
Center Cut

Ham Steaks

2.89
2.98
5.99
2.29

Only'248

lb.

•Powerful 2-level Wash
-4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
-Energy-saving Air Dry Option
•Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks
•Available in white

lb.
lb.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

CASH & CARRY

Court Square - Murray

AIDS-LIKE OUTBREAK WAS A FALSE'ALARM

753-1713

"Quality And Service Are #1"

BOSTON— Last summer's scariest medical story — a mysterious outbreak
of a new AIDS-like sickness — has apparently turned out' to be a false
alarm. Several reports published today conclude that the illness is not one
new disease but many old ones. While a few people clearly have fallen ill
with symptoms that mimic AIDS, their condition is extremely rare and not
contagious, and it probably results mostly from garden-variety bacteria and
other germs, not a terrifying new stealth virus, doctors said. "The cases represent a hodgepodge of different clinical and immunological entities. We are
not talking about just one disease," said Dr. Scott D. Holmberg of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta.

JACKSON ISN'T THE 'MAN IN THE MIRROR'
LOS ANGELES — Michael Jackson says the man in the mirror has had a
little work done on his nose but not the rest of his face. And he denies
bleaching his skin, explaining he has a disorder that's destroying his pigment. "It's a problem for me, OK? I can't control it," the pop megastar said
in a live TV interview Wednesday when asked by Oprah Winfrey about his
fading skin color. The disorder, which he didn't identify, runs in the family,
he said.

•Barlow...
FROM PAGE 1
"As a congressman, you are a

lobbyist. You are lobbying for
your district."
He said there is a powerful
feeling in Congress to balance the
national budget.
That may not be good news for
President Bill Clinton's "stimulus" package. There has been
some speculation that such an
infrastructure package might fund
the extension of 1-69 from Evansville to Memphis and establishing
a corridor through western
Kentucky.
"I am committed to 1-69. I
think it is important to the economy of our region, but funding
for Clinton's 'stimulus' package
is not at all certain.
"Especially when Congress is
considering cuts in the budget,"
he said.
Barlow made health care his
main campaign issue. He said
Kentucky Gov. Brereton Jones
should continue to push his own
health care program despite possible reforms on the national
level.
"It is courageous of him to
look at alternative delivery systems. Yet, states can't move on
their own. There has to be an
overall framework on the national
level," he said.
Barlow is serving on the House
Agriculture Committee and on
the Foreign Agriculture Subcommittee. Due to the 10 percent cutback in tobacco production, he
said he wants to push even harder
for foreign exports.
He said the tobacco companies' claim that foreign tobacco
is less expensive is "kind of a
dodge."
"As an example, $1 more a
pound translates into a penny a
pack," he said.
Barlow also wants to send the
message to senior citizens that
Social Security benefits will not
be cut.

Fargen

This is a radio commercial
about—and by a printer.
The operative word here is
radio.
You're listening to it, right?
(a little imagination helps)

Well, if you need new forms
for your business, new
stationery, a brochure
or sales flyer...
communications that are
clear, colorful and
professionally done...

•ALL home and car stereo speakers
•ALL extension and PA speakers
•ALL CB and scanner speakers
•ALL replacement speakers
•ALL subwoofers & amplified models

Well, the next thing this
radio's going to tell you is
where to make it all
happen...

tn

cnec.,

Come see these and hundreds of other great values storewideI

SAVEWO
ij

CUT 25% iiWrup("te
1
2" 1 44MB floppy•1MB RAM
•3/
•Super VGA capable•Made in USA
•Desk Mate' software installed
•1000e.i PC compatible .25-,521 weep eilis

502.753.8802
1623 Hwy121 Bypass
They're printers and they
deliver what you ask for

Volunteer.

•••
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:hisn't radio great,

NOBODY COMPARES!
With over 6600 locations
nationwide, Radio Shack
is 41 in electronics

•Replace up to tour
individual video
remote controls
•Srmple to set up
•Works with most brands flog 3149 .15 $90.1

depoulable answerer
•Smooth -operating dual-cassette design
•Convenient remote-control operation
•When you're at home, message stops
if you answer phone s.79.99 043.391

flock
Radio
JA

MERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE' =ewe

4

.
0 11imposommemsommorsimft
-40.11!"°-.77:1”
ynt

•Ideal for camping.
travel or lob sites
•5-watt input power
•All 40 CB channels
•Hino power switch
saves on batteries
he,. 139.91.2' 965

SINCE 1921

There $ a Radio Shack near you—check your phone book is Pnces apply at partropating stores and dealers
SAO* prices end 2/27/93 except where noted

°American Heart Association

FUN-power CB
walkle-talkle
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Letters to the Editor
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Taking care offamily pets
Dear Editor:
I am sure there is no one left in Murray that has not read about the
fate of Naomi the dog that was recently shot. Mr. Marvin, the owner
of the dog, called the Humane Society Jan. 26th to see what could be
done. He mentioned that Naomi was going after ducks on Mr. Mohler's property — something he omitted from his letter to the editor.
I am glad the public did finally hear both sides of the story as Mr.
Mohler's letter to the editor was printed. After many, many angry
phone calls to the shelter this past week, I also decided to write.
"You're a Humane Society — do something," was what we heard
repeatedly.
My heart goes out to the family that lost the pet — to anyone who
loses a pet. If only the parties involved could have settled the issue
without taking an animal's life. If the Animal Control Officer were
summoned maybe this could have been prevented. The Animal Control Officer works out of the City Police Department. We at the
Humane Society have no authority — we can call and try to educate,
but all too often we hear about the incident after the fact.
However, it should be pointed out that this is not an uncommon
incident. We do not have a week go by at the shelter that an animal is
not brought in as the result of some fate of suffering. Dogs are shot,
hit by cars, caught in leghold traps, abandoned, as well as dying from
disease and the elements of nature. Cats are mauled by coyotes and
dogs, limbs are amputated by car radiator fans ... on and on. All of
these cruelties could have been prevented if there were responsible pet
ownership. Animals should not be let outside unsupervised unless
confined in a fenced-in yard or restrained in some manner by the
owner.
Our Shelter is often criticized about our stiff adoption policies. We
follow the guidelines of our national affiliates, American Humane and
The Humane Society of the United States. Our contract is just a way
of providing humane care for the life of the animal. Our ultimate goal
after preventing cruelty is to educate the public. It isn't easy — but it
is a necessity. The laws are there. It is up to the pet owner and the
public officials to enforce them.
Without all the legalese I wish to state some of the more common
state laws that affect our companion animals (some city ordinances
are also included):
*Every dog must wear a collar at all times with affixed a rabies tag
and dog license. These are two separate tags. Please put an ID tag on
every animal (total 3 tags — a ticket home for a lost pet.)
*Every dog four months old or older must be vaccinated for rabies by
a licensed veterinarian.
*Every dog six months old or older must be licensed. Proof of rabies
inoculation must be shown. City dog licenses are purchased from the
City Court Clerk ($2), county dog licenses may be purchased from the
Animal Control Officer or the Shelter during regular business hours
($1.50).
•A person may not kill a dog for just being on his property. A person
may kill a dog seen pursuing, worrying, or wounding any livestock or
poultry (or attacking a person).
*Persons living in the county must keep their dogs confined in an
enclosure or chained between sunset and sunrise. All persons living in
the city must keep their dog confined in an enclosure or restrained by
a leash at all times.
'You may not own more than three dogs over the age of 3 months
within the city.
•A female dog in heat may not leave its owner's premises unless on a
leash.
*Cruelty in the 1st degree involves fighting of four-legged animals for
pleasure or profit.
*Cruelty in the 2nd degree involves injurious mistreatment from abandonment, spectator or vendor at a four-legged animal fight, mutilation,
beating, torturing, tormenting, neglect or failure to provide adequate
food, water, space or health care.
Are you a responsible pet owner? Educational materials are always
available at the shelter for anyone who requests them. Please educate
yourself and your neighbor.
P.S. — Kentucky is one of two states that still allows the barbarous
"sport" of cockfighting. Those who think this is inhumane are asked
to stop by the shelter and sign our petition. The petitions are being
circulated state-wide to be presented to the Kentucky legislature again
this year ... maybe someday it will be illegal.
Shawn Maxwell, animal shelter director
105 E. Sycamore Ext., Murray

43rd Infantry Division reunion

,

Dear Editor:
I was a member of the 43rd Infantry Division in World War II. The
43rd "Winged Victory Division" fought in four campaigns in the
Pacific over a period of three years. Former members of this division
have formed the 43rd Infantry Division Veterans Association and for
years we have tried various means of locating others who have served
with us.
We are also searching for members who served in the 43rd Infantry
Division during the Korean War or peacetime.
I have heard that there might be some ex-members of this division
in the area served by your newspaper.
I hope that you are able to publish this letter so that our comrades
or their survivors may contact me. Any assistance you may give me in
this matter will be greatly appreciated.
We are an authorized chapter of the 43rd National Veterans Association and we have been issued a charter. The association is a nonprofit organization.
Joe Carey
P.O. Box 6582, Nalcrest, FL 33856

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be pub1ishoc1). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than SOO word*. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to Emit frequent 'niters.
Letters Should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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When we get behind closed doors
She told me that when she
asked Weaks about the loan, he
told her it was made after the
excutive session adjourned but
that the media (she and I) had
already left.
The minutes read and approved
Tuesday afternoon by the magistrates also fit his sequence of
events.
By the way, the magisterial
membership discussion was also
reflected as taking place after the
executive session.
Weaks is probably on to me
now.
A brief executive session was
held again Tuesday. As he saw
my eager beaver reporter look
when he opened the door, he told
me they had approved a raise for
Charles Cooper, the guy who has
the monumental task of mapping
all the county roads for the 911
system.
There is nothing improper
about discussing a raise for
Cooper. In fact, the man probably
deserves it.
What is contrary to the law is
taking a vote on the matter while
the office door is closed.
As the magistrates were filling
up their coffee cups, I made sure
to ask if the meeting was over.
He said yes.
If nothing else, following procedure has to do with accuracy
and presenting an up-front image.
Which is, I hope, the desire of
every governing board.

Soommtmoriiimm

Covering meetings can become
routine, especially when local
governing boards meet on a
monthly basis.
Executive sessions can breakup those routine meetings. Under
the Kentucky open meetings law,
an executive session can be held
to discuss such things as specific
personnel matters, deliberations
on the future sale or purchase of
real estate when the publicity
would probably affect value and
discussions of proposed or pending litigation.
Kentucky is always rated at the
bottom of almost every poll a statistician can take, but I learned to
appreciate the Commonwealth's
open meetings and records laws
'when I took a job in Indiana with
a weekly newspaper.
I know, spare me the Hoosier
jokes. I have seen the light and
returned to the Promised Land (as
my dear friend Lon Carter Barton
of Mayfield refers to Kentucky).
In Indiana, the items a governmental agency can discuss behind
closed doors are much. more
vague.
Even though Kentucky's laws
are specific, there are still times
when boards innocently or intentionally bend those laws.
Our own county, city and state
boards have been guilty in the
past of stepping over or on the
open meetings/records laws.
Of course, the public has to
trust that its elected officials are

SI I)R'I' I'AKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger er. Times staff writer
following the law when meeting
behind closed doors, or at the
coffee shop for that matter.
I encountered examples of such
tiptoeing or trampling recently
with the Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
January was my first time to
cover a regular Fiscal Court
meeting.
At the end of that meeting,
Judge/Executive George Weaks
asked for a motion to go into
executive session. Those of us
who have to leave, dutifully filed
into the outer room.
Less than 30 minutes later, the
door opened and the magistrates
spilled into the room to grab cups
of coffee.
Weaks and I almost ran into
each other in the doorway. I
asked him what was the general
nature of their executive session
which they are required by law to
reveal.
He told me that they discussed
whether or not to use county
money to pay membership dues
for a magisterial association.
I knew that didn't fall under

the law, but I went to County
Attorney David Harrington, who
was present at the closed meeting, to ask him about the session.
He said they discussed the ongoing lawsuit between Sheriff
J.D. Williams and the Calloway
County School district over the
tax commission fees Williams
charges the district.
Well, that fell within the parameters of the law.
But it was when Williams told
me a couple of weeks later that
he had received a loan of $25,000
from the county to help meet his
office expenses that the bells
started to go off. He said that
request was granted at the Jan. 12
meeting.
A story about that loan
appeared in an issue of last
week's paper.
Both Weaks and Williams
cooperated with me in explaining
the details of that transaction.
It was when another reporter
and I compared further notes
about that meeting that a nagging
feeling set in.
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YOU'RE SICK!!
NOW GET BACK

INTO BEM!
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Clinton revisits campaign tactic
WASHINGTON — Things
were going just fine for Bill Clinton until that election interrupted
his campaign. Now President
Clinton is trying to regain the old
touch by using the techniques
that made him a winner.
He started with a televised
question-and-answer hour from
suburban Detroit, styling it after
the town meetings he held while
campaigning his way to the
White House.
"I hope there'll be a lot of
these," Clinton said as time ran
out Wednesday night. There will.
The president and his advisors
already have decided on that.
It is a medium the president
mastered as a way out of campaign trouble last year.
In the first of the 1993 revivals, with satellite-linked questioners in Seattle, Miami and
Atlanta as well as Detroit, he said
it enabled him to keep in touch
with real people and avoid be
"walled in" the White House.
Clinton said afterwards that the
hour-long session "kind of put
some reality back into the bigger
concerns. ... Even when people
disagree with me, I think they
feel better if they know I'm
reaching out to them," he told
ABC News' "Nightline."
Indeed some of the questions
Wednesday night weren't all that
comfortable.
Clinton was challenged on his
move to lift the military's ban on
gays, asked, politely, about bro-

•
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Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
ken campaign pledges, and
reminded of the flap of employing illegal aliens that sunk two
attorney general candidates.
Still the format enabled Clinton to concentrate mostly on the
economy — the issue he's spent
most of his time working on —
instead of the problems that
nagged him since the
inauguration.
Even so, it was easier for candidate Clinton to broadcast plans
and promises before the election
than for President Clinton to keep
to them.
Consider, for example, the
women in Atlanta who said she
was worried that Clinton might
be hedging on his pledge not to
increase taxes on the middle
class.
Clinton reminded her that he'd
repeatedly shunned a "read-mylips" promise against new taxes
during the campaign, noted that
the federal deficit projection had
increased since, the election and
promised he'd still be fair.
But then he suggested that he
will indeed be seeking the kind of

taxes that concerned her.
"I wish I could tell you that I
won't ask you to pay any more,"
he said.
Clinton is to present his economic proposals to Congress in a
nationally-televised address next
Wednesday night. Then, with
specific proposals on the table,
the revived campaign will resume
— with his Cabinet members also
hitting the road.
The first round also included
Vice President Al Gore, at his
own town hall session Wednesday in Ontario, Calif., while first
lady Hillary Rodham Clinton was
to appear today at a health care
forum in Harrisburg, Pa.
Clinton is also using radio
addresses from the White House,
and plans satellite TV appearances as other avenues to average
Americans.
It's a way around the filter of
the White House press corps
coverage: He has yet to hold a
full-scale presidential news conference. Even so, Clinton said, "1
answer their (reporters) questions
just about every day."

.1:1••!"

Presidents have used, or at
least tried, the technique before,
with varying results. Jimmy Carter held town meetings early in
his term, beginning with one in
the town of Clinton, Mass., in
March, 1977.
His topics, like President Clinton's, included job creation and a
pledge of health care reform.
George Bush tried a similar
format, although infrequently
between campaigns. That
prompted Clinton to say after the
election that the isolation of the
presidency was a reason Bush
"missed the level of misery and
anxiety people had on the
economy."
The master of the non-stop
campaign was Ronald Reagan,
although he did it largely from
the White House or in settings
that emphasized the pulpit of the
presidency. Reagan used to say
that if he couldn't make Congress
see the light, they'd feel the heat
when he went over their heads to
the voters.
Clinton's mission is a bit different. He's out to convince Americans that the Democratic Congress, and his administration,
deserve support, not political
punishment, for difficult votes on
his shared sacrifice economic
program.
— I'm going to do the best I
can, listen to what I say next
week, decide whether you think
it's fair," he said.
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Family says fugitive sought in CIA
shootings has returned to Pakistan
QUETTA.Pakistan (AP)— A 28-year-old Pakistani man wanted
in the shooting deaths of two CIA employees and the wounding of
.three other people returned home this month but disappeared four
dayi ago, family sources said today.
And Pakistan's interior minister, Shujaat Hussein, said "we have
a treaty with the United States. Once we find him, we will extradite
him."
The suspect. Mir Alma) 1Cansi, has been charged with capital
murder in the Jan. 25 shootingi outside CIA headquarters in
Virginia.
Close family sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
Kansi came home to Quetta, in southwestern Baluchistan province,
about 24 weeks ago but disappeared Sunday. The sources said
they didn't know why he suddenly left or where he went.
Kansi's family is one of Baluchistan's wealthiest, with vast land
holdings in the province's tribal region, a hotel and restaurant in
Quetta and several construction firms in Karachi.
Kansi is well-educated, earning a master's degree in English literature from Baluchistan University in Quetta. He was considered a
sympathizer of the Awami National Party, a small Socialist party.
"He Was a very fine person. I would never have thought he
could do something like this," Sherzahda Zulfikar, a college classmate of Kansi's.
Family sources said that after his father died in 1989 of natural
causes. Kansi became restless and decided he wanted to move to
the United States. Two older stepbrothers tried to stop him.
The sources said Kansi took plenty of money when he left Pakistan. Although he occasionally called his family, the sources said, he
never told them where he was living.
One of Kansi's three stepbrothers, Nasibullah Kansi, insisted the
allegations were wrong.
"He was not the kind of person who could kill anyone," Nasibullah told The Associated Press. "He was just a normal person.
He went to the United States for a visit, not for asylum."
The Islamic government and Pakistani intelligence bureaus said
they knew little about Kansi and spent today poring over files for
information about him. The U.S. Embassy in Islamabad and the
consulate in Karachi refused to comment.
Among the intriguing facts that emerged Wednesday in the case:
the suspect worked for a courier service owned by a former CIA
official's sort. It had a security clearance to make deliveries to the
agency.
Investigators have learned that the day after the crime, a person
with the last name Kansi purchased a ticket to Pakistan at Washington National Airport. Fairfax County, Va., prosecutor Robert F.
Horan Jr. would not say whether the complete name on the ticket
matched the suspect's.
Victor Marchetti, who was a top aide to former CIA Director
Richard Helms, said police and FBI agents questioned him about
Kansi.
He said Kansi had worked for the courier service owned by his
son, Chris, for the past six months.
Marchetti, who after working at the agency became one of its
outspoken critics, said Kansi last worked on Jan. 24 and then left
— ostensibly to care for a sick relative in North Carolina. He said
Kansi was not among the drivers cleared to make deliveries to CIA
headquarters.

ACLU will look into
pageant complaint
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A single mother who wants to
challenge a no-pregnancy rule
banning her from a preliminary
Miss America pageant has
attracted the interest of the
American Civil Liberties Union
of Kentucky.
Lisa Caswell, 25, said she was
thrilled by the ACLU of Kentucky's decision to investigate
her complaint that the rule that
kept her from entering the Miss
Western Kentucky University
beauty pageant is discriminatory.
"Because without them, or
another organization, I was afraid
I would have trouble pursuing
this on my own," she said.
Caswell said she was not
allowed to enter the pageant — a
qualifying event for the Miss
Kentucky and Miss America
pageants — because it is open
only to women who are not pregnant and never have been.
That angered Caswell, who has
a 5-year-old daughter and would
like to compete for the $1,000
scholarship awarded to the
pageant winner.
"I feel like I'm being discriminated against for my decision to
have my daughter," Caswell, a
Bowling Green sophomore
majoring in computer science,
said Wednesday.
"It will be unfortunate if the
whole pageant were shut down.
Kelley-Wiggins - Benton

But if that is what it takes to
make Miss America realize they
are discriminatory, so be it."
Caswell asked for help from
the ACLU of Kentucky.
The ACLU's advisory panel
voted Tuesday night to investigate Ms. Caswell's complaint
further, said executive director
Everett Hoffman.
"We thought it raised an interesting issue," Hoffman said.
He said is was hard to predict
how long the investigation might
take.
He told the Lexington HeraldLeader on Tuesday that, "I think
it's fair to say, regardless of
whether there's a legal claim or
not, (that) we certainly are very
critical of any state sponsorship
of a scholarship program that discriminates like this one does."
Hoffman said the case also
raises questions about whether a
state university should be
involved in a program that
awards money based in part on
appearance.
The university provides the
$1,000 scholarship and also pays
the franchise fee, which is about
$500, said Judy Woodring, who
is director of forensics at Western
and coordinator of the pageant.
A call to a spokesman for Miss
America in Atlantic City, N.J.,
was not returned Wednesday.
•4
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makes the pill easier to swallow."
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Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Angel Adams -

Rum•.•

1992 Olds Ninety Eight Regency
Power seats pass. & driver, pwr. windows, pwr. locks, pwr.
mirrors, recliners, cassette, steering wheel touch controls,
digital dash, plus much more! 12,xxx miles.

$19300
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmabile • Pauline • Buick • Cadillac

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Fleming - Benton & Paducah • a

dl

753-5315

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton a a a

Fleming - Benton

oat The Painters & Carpenters
are Corning!

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Holman Flouse
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WE MUST CLEAN OUT 12,000
SQ. FT. TO THE BARE WALLS IN
JUST A MATTER OF DAYS!!

STOREEDE SEIM
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staurant,

- In Both Benton and Paducah

Thomasville
Bedroom, Dining Room,
Occasional

As Low As

Bedroom Suites

Sealy & American

Dresser, Mirrors, Chest And
Headboards

Sleep Mattress & Box
Springs
Closeouts 112 RIFLE

$598.00

smarm

Recliners
Lane or La-Z-Boy

Occasional Tables
With Storage

All Wood
5 Piece Dinettes

$144.00

In The Historic Ritr Hotel

Sofa & Matching
Loveseats

CLOSE OUTS
*//2 Price
(swoon owto
As tow As

2201 Broadway Paducah,Ky.

MUM=

Remodeling Our Thomasville Gallery In
Paducah And Remodeling And Adding A New
Furniture Concept In Benton.
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oxide treatment to 10 people and
eight survived.
The researchers at Free University Berlin in Germany and
Massachusetts General Hospital
found nitric oxide directed blood
away from fluid-filled parts of
the lung toward healthy areas.
That improved oxygen delivery
throughout the body.

We are pleased to an
nounce that Sherry
Dickinson, bride-elect of
Richard Gomoll, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Sherry and Richard
will be married February 13, 1993.

relley-Wi• .ins - :en on *

The syndrome kills up to
90,000 Americans a year. Victims are frequently put on
respirators.
Nitric oxide is found in car
exhaust and cigarette smoke and
can be fatal in heavy
concentrations.
In a preliminary study in the
latest New England Journal of
Medicine, researchers gave nitric

Large-scale studies are needed
to test the treatment further, doctors said.

:en on *

Pollutant may help lung condition
BOSTON (AP) — Breathing
low levels of-the common pollutant nitric oxide may ease a
dangerous and common lung condition, a study today suggests.
In small doses, the gas was
found to help restore damaged
lungs of victims of adult respiratory distress syndrome.
The condition causes lungs to
become inflamed and fill with
fluid. Blood fails to pick up
enough oxygen or release enough
carbon dioxide.

'Less Another 10%
Dining Room
Broyhill Table & 6 Chairs

As Low As

$50.00

$61100

Matching China

Many VZ Price

$2411.00

$3911.00

OUR FABULOUS BUFFET

Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today

All You Can Eat!

Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 9:00 - 5:00 - Fridays Till 8:00
Design Assistance

• Carved Prime Rib
• Bar-B-Q Ribs • Fried Catfish Fillets
• Fried Chicken • Baked Talapia
• Hot Vegetables And Salad Bar

Available
All merchandise
Subfect To Prior Saill

$8.95

,Ps
Elroy hdl

Friday and Saturday Night 4 p.m. till 9p.m.

,

Open Mon. - Thurs. 11 - 8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 - 9 p.m.

Ftemin

(502)444-3903 • Paducah, Ky.

Not all merchandise
at All Locations
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its
annual guest night dinner on Monday, Feb. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Dr. Harold Eversmeyer of Biology Department of Murray State University will present the program on "See the Beauty of
Nature." Hostesses will be Margaret Cavitt, Peggy Myers and Alexa
Starks. Anna Mae Thurman, chairman, and Maxine Scott, vice chairman, urge all members to attend and to bring a guest.

Bingo Play scheduled on Friday
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has started its Bingo Play each Friday

at 7 p.m. at Holiday Restaurant, Aurora. This is open to the public and will
be scheduled each Friday night until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo
play will go toward local projects of the Action Group including landscaping
in the area, tourism promotion, and help for needy persons in the area.

re`•

TOPS Chapter meeting tonight
TOPS 8469 will meet tonight (Thursday) at Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and a meeting
will begin at 7 p.m. 'Tasters Night' will be the theme of the program. Each
one is asked to bring a low calorie dish to share with others. This is a nonprofit organization designed for persons who have a desire to lose weight.
For more information call 753-6830 and ask for Tammy.

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran in 1993

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran in 1943

Local couple will be married for 50 years Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wayne Doran will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Feb. 13. They were married Feb. 13, 1943,
at Charleston, Mo., with Geraldine Anderson and Rupert Tynes as their attendants. Mrs. Doran, the former Earleen Shemwell, is the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shemwell of Hickory. Mr. Doran is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Curtis C. Doran of
Mayfield. Their four children are Mrs. Waynette Westerfield and husband, Bill, and Mrs. Marilyn Dickson and friend, Ron Harris, all
of Evansville, Ind., Steve Doran of Henderson, and Amy Doran of Murray. Their four grandchildren are Chad Westerfield and Matthew Harris, Evansville, Ind., Cory Westerfield, student at Murray State University, and Kaci Doran, Henderson. A private family luncheon will be held to celebrate the anniverary.
busy, etc., etc., but they insisted,
so I came home and checked it
out of our library. Well, of
course, I fell in love with this
little novel with all of its delightful prose and simple love story.
Just in passing, I told Jean
Lindsey she had to read it, she
did. She told Beth Belote she had
to read it and she did. Beth told
her daughter, Marion O'Rourke,
she had to read it and she did.
Well, Marion was discussing the
book with a friend of hers and
were pondering the thought
they
Rainey Apperson
me at a family gathering in Meri- of whether the first part of the
book was a true story.
A chain reaction is sometimes dian and said, "You simply
Marion took the bull by the
Madison
started with nothing more com- MUST read Bridges of
last week and called the
horns
before
Waller,"
Robert
by
County
plicated than coincidence. Last
October, my brother-in-law and it ever appeared on the New York author, Robert Waller, who had
Times' best seller list. I hummed just appeared on the Today Show.
niece from Mississippi cornered
and hawed and said I was too She started calling his last
employer, The University of
Northern Iowa; they said call his
home, Cedar Falls, Iowa; they
said call this and that number and
would you believe, after several
false calls, she actually spoke
with the author.
She had left her number at
numerous phone numbers and he
called her back — COLLECT.
Robert Waller told her that the
beginning is not true, but a work
0
1:11
Illeard Giro a Joao Poolor
3:45
r
,
of fiction, but a composite of all
:O.
SOMItterSby.
of the people he has known. The
(pG13) 79, ,
author is a photographer just as
MOW Irarlord•Jar mg. iis
the hero, Robert Kincaide, and he
U
3:111
said his wife is very much like
"The Vanishing" 7:15
9'
the heroine, Francesia.
We are pleased to announce
1:XJ
Waller taught business manof
bride-elect
Gray,
Anita
that
•Sti I PER'
3:30
Randy Ray, has made her
7:15
agement for 28 years in Northern
arras
Ti. loarda (R)
9:10
domestic and household selecIowa and then decided to take off
tions through our bridal regiand write full time. He has comstry.
'Aladdin" 1:
-3°
2.211
pleted four or five other novels,
Anita and Randy will be mar7:
"
(C) 900
and his next one out will he titled
ried February 20, 1993.
A Slow Waltz in Cedar Bend.
"Children of the
Waller told Marion that he
Corn '1(R) 7:10
receives many, many phone calls
9:10
a day from his readers, and many,
Bargain MatInee's
many of them are men.
Sat. i Sun. ONLY
Marion was totally flabberBargain Night Is Thursday
gasted that this busy writer would
take time out to return her phone
at the movies!:
•
movies
your
Rent
:
and answer her questions
call
.
.
753.3314 •
•
•
• 1008 Chestnut
his book. By the way, if
about
•
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm
•
•
you haven't read this jewel, you
must.
• • • •
Department of the
Garden
The
August Wilson's
Club will host
Woman's
Murray
Pullin, Prize Winning Stags Play
its "Annual Benefit Luncheon
and Card Party" on Thursday,
March 4, at noon. The luncheon
11-13 at 8 p.m.
4,11,
will be at the club house on Vine
Feb. 14 at 2 p.m.
off Arcadia Drive
Street.
City-County Park
Bridge, Canasta and Pinochle
Gionseel Admission----06.00
For Reservations
$5.00
are usually played. Prizes are
ilssiors
...—_$40
1111eiliale
given and a buffet lunch with
Group Dleaounte Available
coffee, tea, homemade bread, and
desserts will be served later in
the day.
All in all, it is a fun day. All
proceeds go toward an MSU
Agriculture Scholarship, which
they present each September.
For ticket reservations, call
Gloria McLaughlin, 753-5338.
• • • •
Our own Blood River artist,
Wayne Bates, will have a show in
connection with the American
;Craft Council Craft Fair in Baltimore, Md. The show will be in
10:30 am. - 2:00 P.m753-8116
the Baltimore Convention Center
IP 102 S

Raine
Day

By

WAL-MART

,

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

"FENCES"
Fib.

Call
759-1752

ipvvvvvvvvvvvvvvip,
TEMPTATIO
ist
IF

Restaurant & Catering

;

VALENTINE'S DAY

WILL BE OPEN

V
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-
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Feb.46116,8; H....id

to see any of you who are in that
part of the world at that particular
time. The 1993 theme will be
"Year of American Craft."
• • • •
Jean Wiggins has come back
home, and she loves it! Ella Mae
Quertermous introduced Jean at
our circle program last week, and
we were all enthralled.
Former librarian at Murray
State and more recently, before
her retirement, Morehead State
University's librarian, Jean grew
up in this area, and has many
relatives here. Jean spoke of Barbara Johnson's writings, including her book that says, "Pain in
Life comes to everyone, misery
doesn't have to, 'So Stick A Geranium in Your Hat, and Go On'."
JeaS told us that Barbara and
her husband conduct what they
have entitled, The Spatula Ministeries. In other words, they pick
people up off the ceiling with a
spatula, and help them re-group.
Jean is such a positive person
that she made Mrs. Johnson's
writings come alive for the
group. If you are interested in
these books, Readmore will probably have them. Also, Ruth Oney
is serving as librarian at First
United Methodist Church
Library, and she says their library
has this book.
• • • •
Feb. 20, at 8
Saturday,
On
p.m., the Murray Playhouse in the
Park will go back in time as the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company concludes its regional tour
with a performance of "Alice in
Radioland." The 20-member
dance company has been favorably received as it performed to
audiences within a 150-mile
radius.
"Alice in Radioland" is an
original 1940's radioshow adaptation of "Alice in Wonderland."
All the familiar characters Alice
encounters in Radioland are portrayed through Jazz Dance set. to
the popular tunes of Glenn Miller. The radioshow narration for
the characters was recorded by
members of the Playhouse in the
Park Young Actors Guild with
the assistance of Grady Kirkpatrick of WKMS.
The two-year-old Jackson
Purchase Dance Company is
composed of 25 dancers ranging
in age from 10 to 40. They represent the talent of the eight counties of the Jackson Purchase
under the artistic direction of
Karen A. Balzer of Murray. It is
a unique company with diverse
talents joined with one common
thread — the love of dance. It is
truly a regional dance company
devoted to encouraging the
enjoyment of dance in West
Kentucky.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is funded in part by
grants from the Kentucky Arts
Council and the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce Business Council for
the Art:wall be an evening of

Breastfeeding Class planned
A Breastfeeding Class for Expectant Parents will be at Calloway County
Health Center, 701 Olive St., Murray, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 3 p.m. Sara
Bogle M.S., Nutritionist, will conduct the class which is open to expectant
mothers, fathers and grandparents. To pre-register, sign up at WIC Office or
call 753-3381.

Hazel Club helping Heart Fund
The Hazel Woman's Club will be canvassing for the American Heart Fund
within the city limits of Hazel. The canvassing started Saturday, Jan. 23,
and will continue through Wednesday, Feb. 17. If persons are not at home,
club members will leave envelopes so donations can be mailed. This is
another service project of the Hazel Club.

East Council meeting Tuesday
East Calloway Elementary School Site Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 5:15 p.m. at the school. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend, according to Jim Feltner, principal.

Republican District event Saturday
Republican First District semi-annual meeting will be Saturday, Feb. 13,
at 5:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Hopkinsville. A guest speaker will be featured.
The dinner will be $15 per person. For more information call Homer Bullard
at 759-1837.

Fire District meeting Monday
Hazel and Harris Grove Fire District will meet Monday, Feb. 15, at 7 p.m.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Building on East Sycamore Street, Murray.
The only item on the agenda is annexation. All interested persons are
invited to attend. For more information call 753-4661.
at

Christian Singles Group will meet
Christian Singles Group will have its weekly meeting on Monday, Feb. 15,
at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. All singles, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more
information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

Singles Too plan activities
Singles Too will meet Saturday. Feb. 13, at 7 p.m. for a Valentine party at
the home of Celia Key. The group will meet Monday. Feb. 15, at 6:30 p.m.
at Louie's Steak House. Dr. Charles Tucker will be the speaker on 'Breast
and Colon Cancer.' This is a support group for all single men and women
that have never been married, are separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Sandy, 753-0817.

Leisure We plans basketball trip
A trip to Murfreesboro, Tenn., on March 1 to see the Murray State Racers
and Middle Tennessee basketball game is scheduled by Leisure Life of
Bank of Murray. Price of the trip will be $35 which includes ticket to the
game, transportation on bus and snacks and refreshments on the return
home. The bus will leave from the North end of Stewart Stadium at 2:30
p.m. Dinner will be (on your own) at Stock Yard Restaurant, Nashville,
Tenn., before the game. Reservation should be made by Monday, Feb. 22,
by calling Martha Covey at 753-1893.

Scholarship Recital planned
A Faculty Scholarship Recital, featuring 11 members of Music Faculty of
Murray State University, will be Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center. Tickets will be $5 for adults and $2 for students. Proceeds will be used for Music Student Scholarships. This concert
is being given by special request for a winter event that is normally scheduled in the fall.

Sweetheart Brunch Feb. 13
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have its Sigma
Sweetheart Brunch on Saturday, Feb. 13, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's Restaurant. The cost will be $4 for adults and children, six and
under, free. Proceeds from the brunch will be used for charitable projects.
The public is urged to attend this special event.

Country Club dinner on Saturday
Murray Country Club will have a Valentine's Day Dinner on Saturday,
Feb. 13. Serving will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The menu will include parmesan
chicken, fettuccine, vegetable, roll and dessert. The price will be $9.50 per
person. Reservations should be made by Friday by calling 753-6113.

Secretaries plan meeting
The Professional Secretaries International (PSI) will meet Monday, Feb.
15, at 5:30 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of
Murray. Patnda Latimer, vice president and trust officer of Bank of Murray,
will be the guest speaker. Her topic will be 'Discount Brokerage and Investment.' PSI is the world's first and foremost association of secretaries and
office personnel. "Please 4oin us Feb. 15 and let us provide you with an
example of the mission and goals of Professional Secretaries International,'
said Rhonda Rogers CPS, local chapter member. For more information call
Rogers at 762-2995.

Bake Sale by Higher Praise Saturday
The Ladies with the Heart from Higher Praise Worship Center on Industrial Road will sponsor a bake sale on Saturday, Feb. 13, from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the entrance area at Wal-Mart. Featured will be Valentine cakes and
other baked goods.

Elm Grove Watch meeting Monday
The Neighborhood Watch Program of the Elm Grove Community will meet
Monday, Feb. 15, at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church. This is a special
group designed to help keep crime from happening in the was by the work
and cooperation of the entire community. All interested persons in the Elm
Grove area are urged to attend.
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Tuesday report
;given, hospital
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Feb. 9, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Underwood baby girl, parents. Janis
and John, Ftt. 2, Box 141, Hazel;
Makley baby boy, parents. Jennifer
and
Russell, 125 Shady Oaks,
Murray;
Lamb baby girl, parents. Karen and
Kevin, Rt. 5, Box 1239, Murray;
Nesbitt baby boy, parents, Mary and
Dickie, Rt. 1, Box 189-A, Hazel;
Bryson baby boy, mother, Barbette
Spurlock, Rt. 6, Box 94-8, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Ms. Bonita Holland, At. 9, Box 526,
Benton; David Donnelly, 614
Lakeshore Dr., RC, Cadiz;
Flavil Pendergrass, Rt. 1, Box 222,
Farmington; Mrs. Verna Snider, At. 10,
Box 365-A, Benton;
Mrs. Ila Nell Zaremba, 904 Bee
Creek Dr., do McNeely, Murray; Carl
Durham, At. 1, Box 552, Dexter;
Mrs. Gladys McAlister, At. 1, Box
275, Sedalia; Ms. Pamela Clark, 1551
Whippoorwill, Murray;
Edsel Watson, At. 1, Box 316, Mansfield, Tenn.; Mrs. Kimberly Sue
White, Rt, 5, Box 428, Murray;
Bruce Pritchett, Rt. 4, Box 87-A,
Murray; Larry Green, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Carolyn Thorn, At. 3, Benton;
Miss Traci Elizabeth Walker, Rt. 1,
Box 655-C, Dexter; Mrs. Kimberly Wilson and baby girl, At. 1, Box 150,
Clinton.

Special event
to be Monday
Lakeland Chapter "Order of
DeMolay," a fraternal organization for young men, will have an
awards and honors banquet on
Monday, Feb. 15, ftom 7:30 to 9
p.m. at T.L. Jefferson Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton.
The public is invited to the
awards ceremony and the free
barbecue meal that follows.
"This will be an excellent
opportunity for young men from
the ages of 13 to 20, and their
parents, to find out why President
Clinton, a senior DeMolay, and
other leaders today hail DeMolay
as a special organization available to young men," a chapter
spokesman said.

David Wade
Stokes is born
Mr. and Mrs. David D. Stokes
of Rt. 2, Box 293, Murray, are
the parents of a son, David Wade
Stokes, born on Friday, Feb. 5, at
1:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 11 ounces. The mother is
the former Shelia Bell.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Bell, Almo, Dina and Vernon Futrell, Murray, and David
E. Stokes, Calvert City. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Nita Olczak
of Tennessee.

John Michale
Diel born here
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Thomas
Diel of Rt. 1, Box 33, Kirksey,
are the parents of a son, John
Michael Diel, born on Tuesday,
Jan. 5, at 10:53 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 11 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Julie Rowe. They have a
daughter, Jessica Marie.
Grandparents are Frank and
Rose Rowe of Fancy Farm and
Thomas and Elizabeth Diel of
Kirksey.

Thursday, Feb. 11

Thursday, Feb. 11

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

"Fences" at Playhouse in the
Park/8 p.m. Info/759-1752.

St. Leo Catholic Church events Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
include Legion of Mary/9:45 p.m./fot senior citizens'
activia.m.; Holy Hour/noon; R.C.I.A.17 ,ties. Movie and walking
planned.
p.m.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal newcomers/American Legion
Arch Masons and Murray Building, South Sixth and Maple
Chapter No. 50 Royal and Streets. Info/753-8136 or
Masters/7: 3 0 435-4314.
Select
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Prepared Childbirth Class/7 Accepted Masons/7:30
p.m./Murray-Calloway County p.m./lodge hall.
Hospital.
Main Street Youth Center/205
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
World/6 p.m./Log Cabin Info/753-TEEN.
Restaurant.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Murray City Council/5 Lodge.
p.m./Murray City Hall.
Murray High School will not
Calloway County School Board have school. This will be a proof Education meeting/7 fessional development day.
p.m./board office.
Calloway County High School
Murray Independent Board of
will not have school today.
Educationf7 p.m.
American Quarter Horse
First Baptist Church events
Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
Expo Center. Admission free.
a.m.; Exercise Class/7:30 p.m.
Senior Adults of First United
First Christian Church events
Methodist Church/11:45
include CWF Group IV/noon in
a.m./church.
Fellowship Hall with Emily Kennedy, program; Singles Support
Administration of ABLE test, a
Group/6 p.m.; "How To Live and
requirement for Teacher's Aide
Share Christ's Love"/6:30 p.m.
applicants/8:30 a.m./Counseling
and Testing Center, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University. Info/
Murray State University Wind
762-6851.
Ensemble joins Murray High and
Calloway County High School
Bands in "Strike Up the Bands" Truck Pull at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Concert/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Center. Admission charged.
Admission free.
Valentine Banquet for Prime of
Memorial
Baptist Church and
Blood River Baptist Association
Senior
Adults
of Westside Baptist
Board meeting/6 p.m./Salem BapChurch/6
p.m.
at Memorial
tist Church.
Church.

Vereycken receives honor
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens has chosen Jo
Vereycken as outstanding
employee for the fourth quarter.
She is the Activities Director
for the Murray-Calloway Senior
Center.

"YOUR FREE
Scott Adams is
G KNOCKED
named for list CATALO
MY SOCKS OFF"
tE1%
,

HENDERSON, Tenn.- Scott
Adams has been named to the
Dean's List for the fall semester
at Freed-Hardeman University.
He is a business administration
major in the Agriculture
Department.
Adams is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Adams.

Our free Catalog of free and low-cost
government booklets will very likely
knock your socks off. too. But first you
have to get it. Just send your name and
address to.

Consumer Information Center
Department KO
Pueblo,Colorado 81009

CP VALENTINE'S SALE C2
25% OFF RED UNIFORMS
20% OFF ALL OTHER UNIFORMS
Sale ends $j4urday, Feb. 13

Dixieland Center

759-4882

Calloway County Middle School
4-H Club/after school in library.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens Singles Organizational Society
Center, Benton. Info/753-8136 or (SOS)/7 p.m./Curris Center, Mur435-4314.
ray State University. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
Friday, Feb. 12
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
"Fences"/Playhouse in the Park/8
Murray High School events p.m. In1o/759-1752.
include Black and Gold distriLaryngectomee Support
buted; Girls Basketball at Graves
Group/4 p.m./private dining room
County High Sch0001/6 p.m.;
Murray-Calloway County
of
Boys Basketball at Fort
Campbell/5 p.m.; "Strike Up the Hospital.
Band" Concert/7:30 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray Slate Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
University.
activities.

Vereycken is married to Al
Vereycken who made and
donated the doll house for the

niforms
of plairra

Mon -Sat.
910 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Christian Women's Club will
have luncheon at Holiday Inn

CALENDAR

During the last three months,
Vereycken has volunteered much
of her own time to make many of
the activities a success.
"She has been the activity
director for 10 yearsd and
genuinely cares for the seniors,"
said Eric Kelleher, Senior Citizens' director.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a "Lovely
Hearts" luncheon on Tuesday.
Feb. 16, from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn. The cost of the luncheon will
be $6 per person.
Bette Kitt of Brentwood,
Tenn., will be the guest speaker.
She is a housewife and enjoys
tennis, snowskiing and biking.
She attended Brenau College,
Gainesville, Ga., and received her
Bachelor of Science in Education
from Auburn University, Auburn,
Ala..
She and her husband, Don, an
automobile dealer, have four
children of ages 21, 22, 23 and
26 and one granddaughter, 3.
Mrs. Kitt said "I am looking forward to my time in Murray and
my specific prayer request is for
a clear presentation of the
Gospel."
Sandra Duncan-Thurman will
be the soloist. A graduate of Calloway County High School, she
has sung at many weddings and
churches.
Evelyn Willie, a Mary Kay
Consultant, will review the basics
of skin care. She will show the
new cosmetic colors for spring
entitled "Impressions of Spring."
She will also show the new nail
care system. She has achieved the
rank of senior director, been an
image consultant for 17 years,
and has won five cars, currently
driving a pink Grand Prix, from
her company. She resides in
Murray.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday evening, Feb. 14, by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards,
753-8034.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Melva Cooper,
CWC chairman. Christian

Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

We are pleased to announce that Samantha
Bragg, bride-elect of Billy
Fann, has selected her bedding and bath accessories
through our bridal registry.
Samantha and Billy willbe
married February 20, 1993.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Bette Kitt

OPEN SUNDAY
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Delivery Service
753-9514

The Flower Basket
6091/2 South 4th St. - Murray

IP

recent financial promotion in
December. They reside in the
eastern part of Calloway County.

OP

Or

OP

Or

OOP

OP

Or

OP

Saturday, February 13, 1993
10:00 - 1:30
Pagliars Restaurant
Adults: $4.00
Children 6 years & under: Free

V

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
or or or Vero, or or or or

Eyeglass
Extravaganza!
159 for frame & single vision lenses
or
* '79 for frame & bifocal lenses
'Frame* from select group Certain restriceons apply
MI major credit card* accepted

Summers TOT3tical
Olympic Plaza

763-7063

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience

Otters

p
UPS Pick-Up
Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save mune.%
‘1.1
11%

Heather Noelle
Adams is born

Jo Vereycken

OP

SIGMA SWEETHEART BRUNCH

Caitland Anne
McClure born
Shawn and Harla McClure of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Caitland Anne
McClure, born on Sunday, Jan.
10, at 7:32 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 oucnes and measured 19Y2
inches long.
Grandparents are Clara Creason of Benton and the late Harold
Creason, and Tommy and Jean
McClure of Coldwater. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Gillard Creason of Symsonia and
Mrs. Hattie McClure of Murray.

net.

UPS

9 a.m.- fi p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun
p.m.
h4l
mpic Plaza
753.1380

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Adams of
Rt. 1, Box 263, Water Valley, are
the parents of a daughter, Heather
Noelle Adams, born on Wednesday, Feb. 3, at 10:39 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
19% inches. The mother is the
former Jennifer Craven.
Grandparents are Ronald and
Joretta Adams and Kay Craven.

Evan,Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

LEE KEM, Counselor, announces the opening of

NM HORIZONS COUNSILING SERVICES
with offices in the facilities of

ESTES & BECKER PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
Walnut Plaza, 104 North Fifth Street, Murray, Kentucky

Services provided by NEW HORIZONS
and BUS & BECKER include
"Psychological and Psycho-educational Evaluations
"Group and Individual Counseling and Psychotherapy
Spedfically designed services are available to address the needs of
children, adolescents, and adults with problems stemming from
Sexual Abuse
Dysfunctional Families
Marital, Divorce, Single Parent & Blended Families
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Child Custody
Depression

nnrh,•
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Give Her a Kiss
For Valentine's Day
Kiss In Sterling Silver

TELEPHONE (502) 753-7004

$19.95

Also available in 14K Gold and 18K Gold.
EirdiaMsly Lamagl Trolormik al MomPay Coo* Cop
I C Forma
, Inc llosniso

Support the

CIIIIVIIE
61'01214E11S

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Dixieland Conter

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.
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Valentine Special!
-

Send your Valentine a message
on a heart-shaped cake.

*7.95
Pam's Cake Hut
Order Early! Call 759-4492
Or Stop In At 410 Main St.

Find the perfect gift for that
special Valentine at Pier 1.
Silk Roses • Heart-Shaped Baskets
Candles & Bath &ads • Jewelry
Potpourri • Silver, Brass & Marble
Jewelry Boxes • And That's
Just The &ginning!

Merlimportse
e Place To Discover

University Plaza

On Chestnut Street

Openings still available
at
Kilpatrick's Child Care Center, Inc.

Apple Tree School

Anniversary celebration
held for couple recently
Mr. and Mrs. Lealand (Red) Alton was held Sunday, Dec. 27, at the
home of their daughter, Mrs. Roberta Mathis and husband, Kenneth,
of Mayfield.
A Mexican lunch was served at noon with the couple's immediate
family in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton have two daughters, Mrs. Mathis, and Mrs. hetta Hancock and husband, Morman, of Puryear, Tenn. Mrs. Alton has
one son, William L. Scarberry and wife, Joanne, Rt. 5, Murray.
Grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. Alton are Randall D. Mathis and
wife, Yvonne, Germany; Lee Ann Mathis, Mayfield; Kimberly Hancock and Paul Hancock, Puryear; William D. Scarberry and wife,
Mary, LIncoln Park, Mich.; Mrs. Linda Fleeger and husband, Jimmie,
Wyandotte, Mich., and David L. Scarberry, Taylor, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton have seven great-grandchildren and two step
great-grandchildren.

Wood gives program
Karen Wood, a sophomore
Music Education major at Murray
State University, performed a
flute sonata by C.P.E. Bach at the
January meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Ms. Wood was a finalist in the
annual Sophomore Scholarship
Competition, sponsored each fall
by the Music Department.
The Feb. 16th meeting of the
Music Department will be a work
session for the style show,
"Spring '93," on Tuesday, March
16, at the club house.
Hostesses for the February
meeting will be Julia Caldwell,
Barbara Tompkins, Becky Jo
Jones, Rebecca Landolt, Tracy
Leslie, Kathy Ligon and Linda
Pierce.
PUBLIC NOTICE

*Reasonable rates
*Well-balanced meals
*Experienced & qualified
teachers
*Structured programs

41 11°
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Kentucky Disaster College
will be by ARC in March
The American Red Cross will
be host to a program for the
community.
The sixth annual Kentucky
Disaster College is scheduled for
March 18, 19, 20 and 21 at the
Elizabethtown Community College, Elizabethtown.
"Help us spread the word to all
volunteers and future volunteers
who are interested in being a part
of the American Red Cross Disaster Team," said Melanie Koch,
director PR/Communications of

MURRAY
Is A
Town

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neveparents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg Kin2., 492-8348
Kathryn,Outland, 753-3079

Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
Owners &. Operators

the Louisville Area American
Red Cross.
Some of the courses that will
be offered include Damage
Assessment, Building Repair,
Mas Care, Public Affairs in Disaster, Introduction to Disaster
Services, Living on the Faultline
and Disaster Health Services.
The deadline for registration is
Monday, Feb. 15. For more information call 1-589-4450 and ask
for Disaster Service.

Karen Wood

to, 1/Veif-omel*

The Mast FIIMIONIS Saiikri la the Wane

GARDEN MEETING — Serving as hostesses at a recent meeting
of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club were, from left,
Jo Cleta Williams, Ruth Wilson, Margaret Owens, Hazel Matthai
and Margaret Taylor. The group made plans for the annual benefit luncheon and card party on Thursday, March 4. For tickets
call Gloria McLaughlin at 753-5338.

Lions' Contest on May 8
The first West Kentucky Pickin' and Fiddlin' Contest will be
held May 8 at Clay Campbell's
Kentucky Opry, Draffenville,
Highway 641, Benton.
This event is a fundraiser for
the Draffenville Lions Club. The
proceeds will go for charity in
Marshall County.
Registration will begin at 10
a.m. The first, event will start at
11 a.m.
Prize money will be offered in
the following categories: Harmo-

nica, guitar, banjo, mandolin,
bluegrass band, beginner fiddle,
junior fiddle and senior fiddle.
For additional information call
1-527-3869.
"The Lions Club is a nonprofit organization and your
effort to help support this event
will be greatly appreciated," said
Clay Campbell, contest director.

SUBSCRIBE

VALENTINE'S DAY
11 IP 41 41 IP

SAVE ON LADIES'LEISUREWEAR

SAVE ON FINE JEWELRY

30% to
50% off
14K GOLD CHAINS,
BRACELETS & CHARMS
Sale prces effective February 71h through February 14th

25% off
SEIKO' &
PULSAR' WATCHES

• "

off
30%
04-111
STERLWG SILVER JEWELRY
& GEMSTONES
Sale pnces effective February 7th though February
15th. Jewelry available only at larger JCPenney
stores with Fine Jewelry Departments. Jewelry
may be enlarged to show detail Includes only that
!ewelry where cl,amonds constitute the greatest
value Avertable at JCPenney stores with Fine
Jewelry departments. Store selection may vary.
Sales exclude Smart Values. ft an item is not
avail.** at your nearest JCPenney store, we will
oladtv order it tor you

aeinir

tw-T,

*Otte,

EVERYTHING FOR
NEWBORNS,INFANTS
& TODDLERS FROM:
• HEALTH TEX'
• SESAME STREET'
• OKIE -DOKIE*
• TODDLETIME'
• BRIGHT FUTURE'
• PLUS, SAVE ON
BEDDING &
ACCESSORIES

20% to
30% off
SATIN & KNIT SLEEPWEAR
AND DELICATE LINGERIE

Sesame Street' and the Sesame Street
sign are trademarks of The Children s
Teley,s,on Won Sh^;•

Sale pnces effective through February 15th

*..kitfrodlifrA.104401*

[i7=1:1111:eB

irr C1953 JCPenney ComPithr. inc.
Regular prices are offering prices only.
Sales may or may not hem been made etr=v•
Pflai•
through Sunday, Febniery 14th, unless
Sale prkies on regular priced merchandise
otherwise noted. Porcsnte9ss off represent maps on INMAN prkm• or originel prices, ex
mysnis may hem been taken on original prices. Reductions or
shown. Intermediate
original priced merchemdlee effective until stock Is depleted. 'Now" prices
*
seva
isrt Vskies,Spool:7=8nd
saving.off regular prloes. Ail seise exclude JCP0=eli
closeout Items. Closeouts available until stock le

1

Store Hours
Mon.-Sal. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-530
Salon Hours:
Mon -Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun 1-5

Office Phone
759-1400
Catalog Phone:

759-4080
1-800-222-6161

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills • Murray
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Arche's work selected for show
A small print by Harvey Arche of Murray has been selectekl for
the Seventh Annual National Small Print Exhibition at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside.
Arche's piece is an intaglio entitled "Gift for Jeanne Dunning."
The exhibition features nearly 100 artists from across the United
States. More than 800 traditional and experimental print works
were submitted for the juried exhibition. The show runs through
February 23.
Cirri' Katz, professor of art at the University of Kansas, and
Edward Berstein, professor of art at Indian University, juried the
show.

Students of Jane Marie's Dance Studio recently performed their
Christmas dance for patients of West View Nursing Home. Over
100 students of Jane Marie Chapman performed dances and provided entertainment on their separate occasions. They are, left to
right, Whitney Wicker, Mallory Cunningham, Sarah Hines, Amy
Futrell, Sarah Doran, Haley Haverstock, Blair Darnell and Heather Lowe.

Murray Art Guild will soon
accept entries for exhibition
Entries will be judged by Jerry
All artists in the region are
encouraged to begin preparing Speight, professor and former
entries for the Murray Art chairman of MSU Art
Guild's fourth annual juried Department.
Entries are to be delivered to
exhibition scheduled for April 18
the Guild on 103 N. Sixth St. on
through April 30.
Entry blanks are now available April 13 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
at the Guild, other area Guilds, and April 14 from 10 a.m. to 4
the MSU Art Department, Frame p.m.
Village, Susanne's, The Gallery,
The exhibition will open with a
Heart and Tole and the Calloway reception April 18 from 1 p.m. to
County Library.
4 p.m. The fee is $10 for one
The exhibtion is open to all entry and $5 for each additional
area artists working in any sub- entry.
ject or medium. In honor of 1993
"The Year of American Craft"
Funding assistance has been
crafts are also eligible.
provided by the Business Council
One special prize will be given for the Arts, the Bank of Murray
for the best of show craft. Other and People's Bank.
prizes include a $300 first, $200
For more information contact
second, $100 third, $50 fourth as the Murray Art Guild any Tueswell as four gift certificates from day, Wednesday or Friday
local business sponsors.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

er

Playhouse, Jackson Purchase
Dancers perform radioshow
The Murray Playhouse in the
Park will go back in time as the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company concludes their regional
tour with their performance of
Alice in Radioland on Feb. 20 at
8 p.m.
The 20-member dance company was favorably received as
they performed to audiences
within a 150 mile radius.
Alice in Radioland is an orignial 1940s radioshow adaptation
of Alice in Wonderland. All the
familiar characters Alice encounters in Radioland are portrayed
through jazz dance set to the
popular tunes of Glenn Miller.
The radioshow narration for
the characters was recorded by
members of the Playhouse in the
Park Young Actors Guild with
the assistance of Grady Kilkpatrick of WKMS. The featured vocalists are: Valeria Chapman, Rob

Carpenter, David Chu, Tracy Pervine, Jennifer Goodell, Sarah
McNeary and Jessica Jones.
The 2-year-old Jackson Purchase
Dance Company is composed of
25 dancers ranging from 10-yearolds to 40-year-olds. The dancers
are under the artistic direction of
Karen A. Balzer of Murray.
Dancers from this area include:
Laurie Jo Parker, Jennifer Neuhart, Shae Bryant, Ellen Foster,
Gretchen Klaus and Jen Ross.
Alice in Radioland as presented by the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company promises to be a
humorous and delightful evening.
General admission is $4.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is funded in part by the
Kentuycky Arts Council and the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
Business Council for the Arts.

Sixth annual Strike-Up-The-Bands set
The sixth annual Stike-Up-The-Bands concert will be held
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
This event features bands from Murray and Calloway County
High Schools and Murray State University. The brainchild of MSU
director of bands Dennis Johnson, the concert is free of charge and
open to the public.
Johnson said he hopes to enrich the musical lives of local student
musicians through their participation in these shared concerts.
As in the past, each band will play two selections and then all
three will combine on stage for a spectacular finale under the baton
of Johnson.
There will be 149 musicians performing.
For more information call 762-6456, 753-4718 or 753-5202.

Dressler presents faculty lecture-recital
John Dressler, associate professor of french horn and musicology at Murray State University,
will present a faculty lecturerecital titled Origins and Derivations on Feb. 14 at 2 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of the PriceDoyle Fine Arts Building on the
Murray State campus.
The program will feature
works of Johann Sebastian Bach,
Gordon Jacob, John Corina,
Joseph Baber, Kazimierz Serocki
and Robert Sanders.
Also appearing on the program
will be pianist Marie Taylor,
soprano Catherine Mallett, tenor
Randall Black, trumpeter John
Schlabach and trombonist Christoper Hayes.
Historical contexts of the
repertoire and backgrounds of the

various composers and their
works will be discussed in addition to the performing of the
works.
Dressler has been invited to
perform this recital at the University of Evansville, the Univeristy
of Alabama and the University of
Kentucky in the weeks ahead.
He joined the music faculty at
MSU in 1989 and serves on the
advisor council of the international Horn Society. He is active
with the Center for Coopertive
Study in Britain program and is
completing a book on 20th Century British composer Gerald
Finizi.
Dressler, Taylor, Black and
Mallett were also featured in a
recital of chamber music at Carnegie Hall in 1991.

Shae Bryant, Ellen Foster, Gretchen Klaus and Sherean Neuhart
rehearse for the upcoming performance of Alice in Wonderland.

Playhouse presents children's show
The Playhouse in the Park will
be producing In One Basket for
the 1993 children's touring show.
The play is a compilation of
numerous original entertaining
and thought-provoking European
folk tales.
Each story is about five to 10
minutes long and reminds one of
the famous "Grimm's Fairy
Tales."
The show will be directed by
Logan Abbitt, an actor, technician, designer and long-time veteran of the Playhouse.
"I'm looking forward to put-

ting together a show much like
the ones I worked on here when I
was younger," Abbitt said. "I am
anxious to help the kids become
as inspired by and excited about
theatre as I was at the at age."
The show will open at the
Playhouse Feb. 26 and 27 at 8
p.m.
"We're going to have a lot of
fun on this one," Abbitt said.
The show will tour schools
throughout Calloway County and
neighboring communities in
March. For reservations call
759-1752.

Make ONE Stop Do It All
Fast Friendly Service • 76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery • Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS

USA

MART

811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

LOWEST

CalendartS

Fast

while-you-wait

RIOVIDED BY

service

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Murray/Calloway County Chamber of Commerce

Feb. 11-14
Theater Production —
Fences, admission, 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday; 2 p.m.
Sunday at the Playhouse in
the Park.
Feb. 14
Faculty Recital — John
Dressler, horn; Marie Taylor, piano; free admission, 8
p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall.

Feb. 18
Meeting — Camera Club,
free, 7 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.

Now Showing
Photography Exhibit — Jim
Stansbury and Ronald
Kurth at Wrather Museum.
Free.

Feb. 19
Performance — Opera
Workshop Festival, free at
Robert E. Johnson Theatre
at 7- p.m.

Art Exhibit — James R.
Meek at Wrather Museum.
Free.

40413
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10151-40 sot
tsc3a
MOTOR
OIL

• Includes up to 6 qts.
of Genuine Toyota oil.
• Genuine Toyota oil
filter and installation.
• Check of all fluid levels.

$16.95

Hwy. 121 North • 759-1884
Friday & Saturday

8 oz. New York
StripI

$4.25

1,11

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special
cn
LT.
ISVA)1113/19

$3.75

All You Can Eat
Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.25
Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham

1111
INI1T
,1414 1,11

•Power composts, bust sod, prepares seedbeds &
weeds!
•Famous JUST ONE HANDS performance!
•Powered wheels, tines in the rear do all the work!
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TOYOTA
515 S. 12th St.

753 2571 or 753-4110

Ch•slnut St

OF MURRAY, INC.

Breakfast $3.1.5

HOIMONYS - 0-9-live • 000AV3S -

3HP:tills IC whit 1.6- deep

GOOD THROUGH FEBRUARY 19, 1993.

53143Ni-11 31d1d

0
8

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

$499

PUS TAX

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-Q - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

0
th
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TROY-BILIS
TUFFY. Tillers
Sized & pricedfor backyard gardeners...yet every inch a genuine
TROY-BILT Tiller!

OIL & FILTER CHANGE

Now through Feb. 21
Exhibition — Art by Murray State University faculty
members, free at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery.
Now through Feb. 28
Photography Exhibit —
Soaring Perceptions: Our
Unique Views of This Tiny
Planet, Camera Club at Calloway County Public
Library.

I
TOYOTA QUALITY

Feb. 20
Dance Production — Alice
in Radioland with Jackson
Purchase Dance Company
at Playhouse in the Park at
8 p.m. Admission charged.

Feb. 16
Scholarship Recital —
Twelve MSU faculty members to perform at 8 p.m. in
Farrell Recital. Admission
charged with proceeds
going
music
to
scholarships.
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Arkansas
runs wild
on Cats

Road Racers
Edgar has last laugh
in Racers' 100-74 win

By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— Arkansas' victory over
second-ranked Kentucky was secure when Darrell Hawkins
slammed home the exclamation
point with one second to play.
From there, Hawkins made a
beeline for the jammed press
table and leaped on it. He moved
down press row, reaching to
high-five students and fans.
Later. Hawkins, the inspirational leader of the 14th-ranked
Razorbacks, called the 101-94
decision the ultimate team
victory.
"A lot of people look at
points, rebounds and statistics but
you have to watch the game," he
said. "You have to look at the
emotions of the players. They
feed off that and are able to get
the most out of themselves."
Like Clint McDaniel at
halftime.
In the first half, Travis Ford
made five of seven 3-pointers and
kept Kentucky close.
"At the half I told 'em one
guy (Ford) is killing us and
they're beating us on the
boards," Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said. "Clint said,
'That guy won't make any more
3s.' I like to hear that. Clint did a
great job on him in the second
half."
Ford made one of four shots in
the second half.
When Kentucky led 34-33,
Corliss Williamson, who scored a
career-high 22 points, made two
free throws and the Wildcats never led again.
McDaniel, Robert Shepherd
and Dwight Stewart made the big
plays during a 17-4 run that put
the Razorbacks (16-4, 7-3) up
73-58 with 9:02 to play.
In the final 2 minutes, Kentucky (17-2, 8-2) closed to within
4 points on five occasions.
At 89-85, Williamson flashed
downcourt for a stuff. At 91-87,
Williamson's pass to Shepherd
beat Kentucky's press for a
basket. At 93-89, Shepherd, who
has not missed a free throw in 23
Southeastern Conference attempts
this year, made two more. At
96-92, Williamson made two free
throws. At 98-94, McDaniel
made one.
Shepherd scored 20 points.
Scotty Thurman had 16, including 14 in the first half. Stewart,
McDaniel and Hawkins scored 12
each.
"That was one of our greatest
performances," Richardson said.
"It was your-turn, my-turn
basketball for us, a different guy
at different times," Richardson
said. "Clint McDaniel may have
been the key. Before the game we
knew we needed to neutralize
Ford and attack the basket. Clint
attacked the basket."
Prior to the game, Richardson
said the winner would be the
team that handled the press the
best.
Kentucky had 21 turnovers;
Arkansas had 14.
"Most teams don't press like
they do," Ford said. "We were
prepared. Arkansas just outplayed
us. We made silly mistakes."
"Arkansas goes after the ball
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By STEVE

PARKER
Murray Ledger & Time Sports Editor

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State junior center Antoine Teague completes a second half steal with a giant jam Wednesday night in Martin, Tenn.
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where they've won 'four out of
the last five.
Edgar, shoes and all, is not
prepared at this point to say that
his team is better on the road.
"You guys say that," Edgar
said, smiling at members of the
media. "I just think that when
we're on the road we have more
respect for the opponent than we
do at home."
Murray State players are convinced they are better off on a
bus.
"It's evident," said junior forward Antwan Hoard. "Everytime
on the road we come out with a
lot of enthusiasm and emotion. I
don't know what it is, but we like
being on the road."
"I told you," senior Maurice
Cannon said simply about the
team's performance on the road.
After beating Martin by 26,
• TURN TO PAGE 11

Fan attacks Providence coach
to touch off game-ending melee

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Those who believe Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls benefit
from sKcial treatment in the
NBA will point to Wednesday
night's game with the Indiana
Pacers as further proof.
Michael Jordan, involved in a
first-quarter fight that ended with
the ejection of Reggie Miller,
scored 40 points as Chicago
ended a nine-game road trip with
a 115-104 win over Indiana.
The win was the Bulls' fifth
straight and left them 6-3 on the
road trip, their longest in 18
years. They have won six straight
against the Pacers, including four
this year.

PROVIDENCE, Ky.(AP) — Police were studying videotape of a
melee that halted a high school basketball game between West
Hopkins and Providence.
No arrests have been made as a result of the fighting during Providence's homecoming game Tuesday night, but police are reviewing the incident, a dispatcher for the Providence Police Department
said Wednesday.
School officials and referees decided to stop the game after an
altercation started in the stands and spilled onto the floor.
The boys' game was officially stopped with four minutes left
when a spectator behind the Providence bench became involved in
a struggle with Providence head coach Norman Manasco.
The Providence players on the floor rushed to the aid of their
coach and more fans became involved.. It took four Kentucky State
Police units and members of the Providence police force to restore
order.
West Hopkins was leading 51-43 when the game was stopped,
and the team was declared the winner of the game.

I

The Pacers lost Miller with the basket, he bumped Jordan
4:29 left in the first quarter when with his forearm and continued to
he was ejected after starting a run up the floor.
fight with Jordan.
Jordan caught up with Miller,
"The referees were a joke for and the two players began to
doing that, a joke," Miller said. grapple, with Jordan head-butting
"They say I elbowed him, but if Miller and both players throwing
I did, they should have called an punches.
elbow foul before a fight broke
Both benches emptied before
out.
order was restored.
"That just shows you how
Miller was assessed a personal
high we are — at the bottom of foul for elbowing and a technical
the totem pole. And they're at the foul for throwing a punch. Jordan
top. They're still running the did not receive a foul, and when
league. He's running the league." the announcement was made,
Miller had tipped in a missed Pacers coach Bob Hill shattered
shot by Pooh Richardson on a
fast break, giving the Pacers a
22-14 lead. When he turned after • TURN TO PAGE 11

Cardinals, Tulane meet
in fight for Metro lead
By MARY

FOSTER
AP Sports Writer

NEW ORLEANS — Victory is
becoming almost commonplace at
Tulane. Tonight's game is still a
must win, however.
Louisville, the Metro Conference leader and longtime Tulane
nemesis, visits Tulane tonight.
Not only are the Cardinals a
game ahead of Tulane in the conference, they always seem to be a
step ahead of them on the court.
Louisville has beaten Tulane in
24 of the last 26 meetings.
Even last season, when Tulane

was the Metro Conference
Champion, it could only manage
one victory in two tries against
Louisville. Tulane took the first
game 87-83 in overtime, for its
first victory in Freedom Hall,
then lost 87-72 on its home court.
No. 20 Tulane (16-4) ended an
11-game winning streak, the
third-longest in the nation, with a
controversial a 68-64 overtime
loss to UNC Charlotte Sunday.
Tulane led by three points and
had the ball in the final minute of
regulation time when an inadvertent whistle allowed UNCC to
regain possession and tie the
game.
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Passangsr, PC, mow power windows. locks,
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Balance ol 7r70 warrants available
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Tennis world, leaders pay tribute
to Ashe, others inflicted with AIDS
By JOE MACENKA
AP Sports Writer

RICHMOND — Those who
were close to Arthur Ashe are
hoping his death will be the
impetus needed to convince the
world that more must be done
in the fight against AIDS.
"We are going to find a cure.
We are going to rally. Arthur
Ashe's life will not be in vain,"
Andrew Young told a crowd of
5,600 Wednesday at Ashe's
funeral.
Ashe, 49, died Saturday of
AIDS-related pneumonia.
"We sit here today and witness a crucifixion, but I tell you
the resurrection is just around
the corner," Young said in his
eulogy. "Everything Arthur
did, he did for a group or a
cause bigger than himself. God
has found many uses for Arthur
that we don't understand. So
when it came time to deal with
this difficult problem facing the

planet, God found the man."
Young, a former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations,
was the last of 21 people to
speak at the funeral, a moving
three-hour service to honor the
first black man to win Wimbledon and the U.S. Open.
While all the speakers mentioned Ashe's tennis accomplishments, they focused more
on his reputation as a decent,
compassionate person who
worked tirelessly to promote
social causes.
"Arthur left us with a better
world to live in today," Charlie
Pasarell, Ashe's roommate at
UCLA and a former Davis Cup
teammate, said as he fought off
tears. "But most of all, we are
here today because Arthur
touched our lives with the most
powerful emotion of all: love.
"It can be said that no man
loved humankind more than
Arthur did. And that gift of love
was Arthur's great virtue,"

Custom Work from
Mufflers to Convertors to
Complete Exhaust Systems
Oil, Filter & Lube • Brakes • Shocks
Cali Ronnie Green
'Your Exhaust System Specialist"

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Howie °Mc* Omaha. NE

•
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Jordan still untouchable in NBA

--"14

Pnci. plus is., itio
promos his. Winos

MARTIN, Tenn. — Assembled
behind the Murray State bench
Wednesday night were members
of Tennessee-Martin's myriad
fraternities. Their mission was to
disrupt and needle the Racers,
particularly head coach Scott
Edgar.
"You're a Rick Pitino wannabe...You're not from Arkansas,
you're wearing shoes," the fans
screamed from less than eight
feet away.
•
So with time ticking down and
Racer reserves Tony Bailey and
Bo Walden banging in 3-point
shots to add to the brutalization
of the Racers' 100-74 victory,
Edgar grinned to his assailants
and recognized the KentuckyArkansas final announced over
the PA.
"I got two (wins) tonight, fellas," Edgar said with a proud
smile. "I got one here and one in
Arkansas."
While his former boss, Nolan
Richardson, was picking up a key
conference win over the No.
2-ranked Wildcats, Edgar was
notching a conference win of his
own. Only difference was that
Richardson and the Hogs were at
home and Edgar and the Racers
were not.
Which might be just as well.
After a six-game home stand in
which they won five-straight
Ohio Valley Conference games,
Murray State returned to the road

MURRAY ST. 100, UT-MARTIN 74
MURRAY ST. (14-7)
Areohw Teague 3-4 4-4 10. Clidelc Gaon 6-13 4-4
16, Moron Brows 54 1-2 12.ism Mewl 2-3 2-26.
Miran Hoard 7-7 2-2 16. Tons BM., 3-3 01 9.
Mama Cannon 4-11 0-0 10. 1.3.01116011 Suossa 0-1
0-00. ram Albs 4-17 0-010. Sooa SiAls 1-0 0-0 2.
Wiwi James 1.1 04 2, Be Walden 1-2 0-0 3,
i/ohasi Hunt 2-5 0-0 4. Totals 3049 13-15 100.
TENN.-MARTIN (6-13)
Dewar,. Pawed 2-6 0-0 5, Felipe Ptalkis 0-20.0
0. Fichata Woods 1-1664 22. Noah Mantel 0.12-2
2. Jm Loa" 1-1 0-0 2. 7.sko Owl. 1-1 0.03. Darren
Elosting 34 24 & Tim BIN 6-14 5-1 17. Shaw Banton 3-5 0-2 6. CArls Bugs 2-5 5-5 9. Twals 2641
20-27 74.
l-tallanw—Murray St 44. Tenn.-44mM 30. 3-poIal

RIM Exhaust
514

1? St (Next to D&W Auto)

753-8868

Pasarell said. "So on this day, I
simply want to say, 'Goodbye,
my dear friend.' I love you
Arthur."
"Most athletes," the Rev.
Jesse Jackson said, "keep their
achievements between the lines,
where rules and referees keep
them safe. Arthur found greatness beyond the lines, where
you are most vulnerable."
New York Mayor David
Dinkins said Ashe "was just
plain better than most of us."
Among those in attendance
were tennis figures Rod Laver,
Stan Smith, Pancho Segura,
Bob Lutz, Donald Dell and
Dennis Ralston; Ron Brown,
the Secretary of Commerce;
Sens. Bill Bradley and Charles
Robb; Virginia Gov. Douglas
Wilder; Ethel Kennedy and Leroy Walker, president of the
United States Olympic
Committee.

Income Tax 1
By Appointment Only

Page
Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page
at

753-8107
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Actions& Reactions
NEW YORK (AP)- Atlanta Braves chairman Bill Bartholomay will head
the search committee that will recommend a successor to commissioner
Fay Vincent.
The restructuring committee is to report during next week's owners'
meeting at Phoenix, but executive council chairman Bud Selig said earlier
this week that a vote next week was unlikely. In addition to Bartholomay,
the committee consists of Jackie Autry of California, Paul Beeston of Toronto, Douglas Danforth of Pittsburgh, Fred Kuhlmann of St. Louis, Carl
Pohlad of Minnesota, Haywood Sullivan of Boston and Fred Wilpon of the
New York Mats.
ATLANTA (AP)- Right-hander John Srnoltz agreed to a four-year contract with the Atlanta Braves for $16 million.

CINCINNATI (AP) - All
eyes in Shoemaker Center were
on Nick Van Exel. His were on
Erik Martin.
That look turned into a wideopen bank shot with one second
left Wednesday night and a 55-53
victory for No. 8 Cincinnati over
No. 15 Marquette.
The teams are tied for first
place in the Great Midwest Conference with 5-1 records. They
were tied 53-53 with 25 seconds
to play when Marquette's Roney

•Edgar has last laugh...
FROM PAGE 10
layup to push the lead to six.
Baskets by Gumm and Hoard,
each finishing with a team-high
16, increased the lead to 32-22
with 6:11.
Martin cut the lead down to six
on two Tim Britt scores, but the
Racers closed the half with a
10-2 run to lead 44-30 at half.
In that run, Hoard and Wilson
combined to produce the most
exciting play of the game. With
1:11 to play, Hoard blocked a
Richard Woods shot and onehanded a long pass to Wilson.
The galloping Wilson caught the
ball in stride and dunked over
two Martin defenders to draw a
foul. He hit the free throw and
Martin was not the same.
"This team's explosive," Edgar
said. "What I try to tell them to
do is at the worse trade baskets,
and then get your spurts.
"If I can trade two for two or
four for four and all of a sudden
hit you with a six or eight point
spurt, and we do that three times
during the game," the coach continued, "you're looking at an 18
or 24 point difference."
Hoard scored 12 points in the
first half to lead the Racers, who
shot 50 percent from the floor
and forced 14 UT-M turnovers.
"We wanted to keep the ball
going and make them play faster
than they wanted to. We also

wanted to hurry them and get
them out of their rhythm."
Britt., who had 17 points and
13 rebounds for Martin, admitted
his team was out of its element.
"We'd break part of (the press)
and get a layup and seeing we
could do that we'd want to do it
more and more and got over
anxious."
Britt cut the Racers' lead down
to 12, 50-38, in the second half
with a short jumper. Murray
countered with a 20-9 run to
make it 70-47 with 9:05 to play.
"They might play with us for
25 or 30 minutes, but that last 10
minutes is when we're going to
put it on them," said Cannon,
who scored 10 points and picked
up sta team-high five steals.
Woods led Martin with 22
points. The Pacers shot 42 percent from the floor and committed 30 turnovers.
In addition to his 16 points,
Gumm also led the team with six
rebounds. Antoine Teague, getting his second consecutive start,
scored 10 points and blocked two
shots in 13 minutes. Marcus
Brown also reached double figures for the Racers with 12.
Murray, now 14-7 overall and
9-1 in the conference, moved
back into a first place tie with
Tennessee State. The Racers
move on to Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday and Morehead State on
Monday.

•Jordan still untouchable...
FROM PAGE 10
his clipboard by flinging it to the
floor. Hill subsequently was
ejected.
Miller said the incident on the
previous possession, when Jordan
hit him with a forearm, started
the fight.
"That's when it all started, and
it happened on the baseline right
in front of the referee," Miller
said.
Jordan said the first incident
came earlier than Miller claimed,
when Jordan was tripped by Mill-

er on another fast break and
skinned his palm.
"I thought we both got a shot
in at each other, but he took it to
an extreme," Jordan said.
Of Miller's ejection, Jordan
said, "It could have gone either
way. I could have been thrown
out. He could have been thrown
out."
Referee Jess Kersey said Miller was ejected for throwing a
punch, but Kersey said he did not
see Jordan throw a punch.
Hill said Miller's ejection
proves the double standard.

"There's little doubt - no,
there's no doubt - Michael Jordan should have been thrown out
of the game," Hill said. "He
clearly threw a punch that
landed."
He added, "All the crew that
worked the game are good officials, but they mishandled that
situation."
The fight temporarily fired up
the Pacers, who opened up leads
as big as 12 points, but the Bulls
closed to within two points by
halftime and it stayed close until
there were less than six minutes
to play.

•Arkansas runs wild...
FROM PAGE 10
and reaches in but we can't let
them strip us," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino. "They take
you out of your offense and you
don't get easy shots. We rushed it
a bit. It was the first time we had
seen this type of defense."
Arkansas' pressure led to a
10-pOint lead midway through the
first half, but it was 45-42 at the
half.
It was 56-54 when the Razorbacks started their run.
McDaniel stuck back a Williamson air ball and then added a
free throw. Williamson hit a short
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Van Exel buries Marquette

BASEBALL

92-66 at home on Jan. 13, the
Racers put six players in double
figures to beat the Pacers by 26
Wednesday night in front of nearly 5,000 anxious Pacer fans.
Trouble for Martin (6-13) in
both venues began with the Racers' depth and athletic ability and
ended with full-court pressure.
"We can match up with some
teams in the top 20 better than we
can match up with Murray State,"
said UT-Martin assistant Bob
Ward.
Ward was filling in for flubitten Pacer head coach Cal
Luther. The former Racer basketball coach exited the gym soon
after the game and left the
explaining to his top assistant.
"Everything has to go right for
us," he said. "When we missed
some easy shots in the first half,
it came back to haunt us. You've
got to give Murray credit for that.
We wanted to be methodical
against the press, but Murray
won't allow you to do that."
Martin, 4-2 at home despite a
five-game losing streak, picked
up several easy baskets to control
the Racers and make the score
23-22 Racers with 8:07 to play in
the first half.
Then, the Racers went on one
of their three key runs to. take
control.
Frank Allen, who scored 10
points, hit a 3-pointer to make it
26-22, and Cedric Gumm added a

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

hook for 61-54. Jamal Mashburn
watched the 6-foot-9 Stewart hit
a 3-pointer from the corner for a
10-point lead. It was 64-57 when
Shepherd made two free throws.
He then slapped the ball away,
chased it downcourt and, while
on the ground, got it to Stewart
for a layup.
McDaniel finished a fast break
with a three-pint play and Shepherd got the roll on a short jumper for a 15-point advantage.
Then Kentucky increased the
pressure and the Razorbacks,
with point guard Corey Beck in
street clothes on the bench, made
some mistakes. Early in the

week, Richardson suspended
Beck after the sophomore was
arrested on a driving while intoxicated charge.
"They just kind of caught us
off guard with the press late in
the game but we adjusted,' Shepherd said.
After three straight losses,
Arkansas has won four straight.
"I said before LSU we were
going into murderers row,"
Richardson said. "But, we got
past LSU, then we got past Florida and now we have gotten past
Kentucky. If we get past Alabama, I may bring back that old
song, 'There Ain't No Stopping
Us Now.-

Eford hit a 12-foot Jumper. Cincinnati (18-2, 5-1 Great Midwest)
called a timeout with 16 seconds
left and there wasn't much doubt
who would have the ball as the
clock wound down.
Van Exel was supposed to pass
the ball to Cone Blount at the
head of the key to start the play,
but the center couldn't get open.
Van Exel held onto the ball,
dribbled left around the double
coverage, then spotted Martin
alone underneath for the basket
that ended Marquette's 10-game
winning streak.
The teams meet again Feb. 25
in Milwaukee.

South Carolina
nips Tennessee
in double OT
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)Tennessee head coach Wade
Houston says his team ran'out
of gas near the end of a neckand-neck game with South
Carolina that went into double
ovenim'e.
Forward Emmett Hall
scored 28 points to lead South
Carolina to a 111-107 Southeastern Conference victory
over Tennessee Wednesday
night.
Hall scored 20 points in the
second half and added five
more in the two extra periods.
Three Gamecock players Troy McKoy, Chris Leso and
Jamie Watson - added 18.
A McKoy basket with three
seconds to play tied the game
83-83 and forced overtime. A
3-point basket by Allan Houston, who led the Volunteers
with 29, forced the second
overtime with four seconds
left.
Two free throws by Carey
Rich gave South Carolina
(9-11, 5-5) a 102-94 lead with
2:55 to play in the second
extra period. Tennessee cut the
margin to one (108-107) on a
3-pointer by Corey Allen with
12 seconds left.
Watson hit one of two freethrow attempts with five seconds remaining and added a
basket at the buzzer.

Good service,

Like a good neighbor.

good coverage, State Farm is there.

good

price1..•.1 1,110

That's
State Farm
insurance."

411
1
1.

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home offices Bloomington Illinois

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Bei:knoll 64, Lalayene 65
Buffalo 76, Youngstown Si 64
Colgate 67, Navy $7
Fordham 42, Army 40
George Washngton 75, Temple 72
Manhattan 82. Fairfield 71
Sena 71, Loyola. Ma 57
SOUTH
Citadel 53, NC -Greensboro 47
Conon Si 75. Deiaware Si. 57
Dena St 73. less Valley St 63
Duke 73. Georpa Tech 63
Floncta St III. Wake Forest 94
Furman 95, E Tennessee St 71
LSU 92, Mississippi Si 66
Memphis St. 95, Southern Miss 82
Mans 75, Boston College 71
Murray St, 100. Tenn -Martin 74
NC Charlotte 80, Davidson 69
Radford 88, Md -Baltimore County 86
S. Carolina St 77, Coll of Charleston 56
South Cantina 111, Tennessee 107, 20T
Vanderbilt 89, Mississipp 59
Virginia Tech 75, VIA 41
William A Mary 82. George Mason 78
MIDWEST
Ball St. 72. Ohio U 52
Cincinnan 55. Marquette 53
E Michigan 79, Akron 69
Illinois 83, Michigan St 80
Kansas 84, Okla/Iona St 72
Kansas St 68, Iowa St 66. OT
Kent 105, Cent Michigan 71
Marn, Ohio 65, W. Michigan 39
Mclugan 85. Wisconsin 66
N 19r,o,s 89, Loyola. Ill 79
Ohio St 81, Northwestern 70
Purdue 75, Minnesota 69
SL Louis 116. Chicago St 66
Toledo 50, Beveling Green 49
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 101, Kentucky 94
Baylor 67, Tekas Christian 55
Oklahoma 95, Missouri 81
SW Louisiana 71, Arkansas SI 69
Teyas 82 Tines A&M 78
• Tutsa 77, S Illinois 70
FAR WEST
Caiitornia 92, CS Nonnndge 68
Houston 77 Cal St •Fullerton 63

Ohlo Valley Conference
Conference
W
L. Pct. W
Murray St
9
1 900 14
Tennessee St
9
1 900 13
SE lessoun
5 4 556 12
Tenn Tech
5 4 556 10
E Kentucky
5 5 SOO
9
z-fackfle Term
4
5 444 9
k4orehead St
3 7 100
3
Tenn -Martin
3 8 273 6
Austin Peay
1
9 100 4
z,nelgible Ion post season play

AllGemee
L Pct.
7 667
7 650
8 600
9 526
11 450
9 500
17 150
13 316
16 200

Southeastern Conference

Kenlucity
Vanderbn
Ronda
South Carol na
Georgia
Tennessee
Arkansas
LSU
Alabama
Auburn
Misessapp SI
lassissicip

€1.1
Conference
W
L Pct. W
8 2 800 17
8 2 800 18
6 4 600 13
5 5 500
9
4 6 400 9
2 8 200 10
West
7
3 700 16
5 4 556 16
4
5 444 12
4 6 400 10
3
7 30011
3 7 300 7

AllGamee
L Pct.
2 895
4 818
7 SW
11 450
10 474
11 476
4 800
6 727
7 .632
II $56
10 524
12 368

PRO BASKETBALL
Wednesday's Games
Houston 98. Philadelphia 90
Orlando 96 Cleveland 87
Chicago 115. irk:liana 104
New Jersey 109, Detroit 86
Marrs 101, Minnesota 90
Washington 110, Dallas 102
Phoenix 122. LA Clippers 100
LA lakers 111. Denver 102
Thursdays Games
Houston at New York, 6 30 p in
Orlando at Charlotte 6 30 pm
Washington at San Antonio, 7-30 pm
Utah at Sean*, 9 p m
Phoeniy at Golden Slate, 930 pm
Atlanta at Sacramento, 930 pm

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald'.)

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association

SPRING SIGN-UP
at the park office on Payne St.
Saturday, February 13, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday, February 14, 1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, February 16, 6-8 p.m.
February 15-19, 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information see Actions & Reactions
or call the park office at 762-0325.

20-40To
OFF
Over 100 Selected Styles of Men's, Women's,
& Children's Shoes

JUST ARRIVED IN TIME FOR SPRING BREAK •
ALL NEW STYLES OF NIKE AND REEBOK SHOES.
Select From These Famous Name Brands:

EARN
6.40%
'FAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARAN1EED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
ClIARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTB
Also Available As I.R.A.

grids
*

ask me how!
Any size refund is eligible
We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to
3 days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan.

All fees can be deducted from the Loan.

Hodge, Vet & Associates
Wu become Tat Treffessionalf"

75364703
11.4.
gie

INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(602) 7534069

New Balance
Tretorn
Asics

Nike
Reebok
Converse

Diadora
Head
K-Swiss

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
•

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-8844
1203 Chestnut St.
-
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Classified
TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
DeacUines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition ..........—.-.................--.................-... Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
.Wedneaday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3

010
020.
030
040
050

ANNOUN1 EMT\ Is
Legal Notice
-.--..Notice

FARMERS NIAlihEI
190
370
390
400
550

Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

Help Wanted
070 -----Domostic & Childcare

060

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

660

Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

Inn

LEGAL NOTICE
r•-‘or

a

An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by John H.
Downs, Nelda D. Murphy & Barbara D.Tutt,
Co-Executors, of the
Beulah
of
estate
Downs, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before February 22nd, @ 9:00
a.m., 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by John A.
Gregory, Jr. and A.
McKenzie,
Douglas
Co-Executors, of the
estate
Dorothy
of
Burke McKenzie, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m., February 22nd, 1993, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Marjorie
W. Lassiter, Executrix,
of the estate of Lynn P.
Lassiter, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m., February 22nd,
1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed, in the Calloway District Court by
Joseph Michael Wilson, conservator for
Gayle Talmadge Adam
Ryan Thompson, minor child. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. February
22nd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Melvin
Smith, Administrator,
of the estate of Sarah
Ruth Tabors,deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court on or before
February 22nd 41 9:00
a.m., 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Barbara
Susan Bucy, Executrix, of the estate of
Harmon
Rose, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m., February 22, 1993, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

idow

TRANSPORTATION
470.......Motorcycles
480 .......................... Auto Services
485
Auto Parts
490
Used Cars
495
Vans
500
Used Trucks
510
Campers
520
Boats• Motors

020
Legal
Notice

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

..Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

Lots

For Sale

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

1-800426-0223

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
New to Murray — Graniteware (dishwasher &
oven safe). Red, green, blue, & black swirled
pattern. Table runners, placemata & napkins.
Coca-Cola items, Battenburg lace is here. Christmas corner all year.

Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM

BURIAL INSURANCE
80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few =Al& preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
AVAILABLE THRU AGE

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 -

9.85

age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

65.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount and Ran.
606 Discount 3ni Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Witinn 6 Day

120 ---...-............... Computers
130.
For Sale Or Trade
140.
Want To Boy
150.
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Hom• Furnishings
Antiques
170.---__.Vacuum CIssarwsrs
180 -.-------Bernng Machines
195 --------Hoevy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240 ................Miscellaneous
260
T.V.• Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. 21.76
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

ro0

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Al Types/Fast Service

60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

270
365

Notes

1L,C)QA8

MALE

Mobile Homes For Rent

Display Ads

Pamod
81 75 per column loch extra far Tuesday I Shop.
ping Cultic)

N11:11(11 %NOISE

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Nodes

ALLIANCE

40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37

280

REAL ESTATE SALES

020

The following estate
55
fiduciary
appoint- 14oVeicrfoUrir4VP
risseentlIoci
.
ments have been made 61111111AN 1110111111M WILCOMIND
in the Calloway DisTRACTOR • TRUER TRADING CENTERS
trict Court. All claims
unmoor.T
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Joe B. Todd, 519
South Eleventh St.,
Murray, KY 42071 De- &11:11AlticE3'Pa1c1
ceased, Kathleen Todd,
AURORA Pizza Magic. Ge519 South Eleventh
nuine hand tossed pizza,
St., Murray, KY 42071 fresh salads, sandwiches,
and Kay Ray, 1603 gyros. Open all year at
Kirkwood Dr., Murray, 5pm. Closed Mon and
KY 42071 Co-Executri- Tues
474-8119,
xes, Appt. 01-27-93, 1-800-649-3804
Robert 0. Miller, 201 CAPS printed for
campaign
South Fifth St., Mur- or business $2.00/ea
ray, KY 42071 Attor- 753-9212.
ney.
COUNTRY JEANS NEW
John Ed Johnson,
SHIPMENT. Men's basic
1106 Fairlane Dr.,
Levis. Lady's Guess, CarMurray, KY 42071 De- hartt overalls lined & unceased, Joy Johnson, lined, Lady Rocky Moun1106 Fairlane Dr., tain jeans, latest colors,
Murray, KY 42071 Ex- Rack jeans $10-$1995. 5
ecutrix, Appt. 01-27- mi 94 E. Thur-Fri 12-4, Sat
93, Stephen C. San- 10-4. Mon, Tues, Wed. by
ders, Main At Seventh appointment. 759-1062.
St., Murray, KY 42071 I, Mlle Scott, am no longer
responsible for any debts
Attorney.
Willa Bell Lofton, other than my own
1401
South
16th ROGER Hudson Hauling
Street, Murray, KY Hudson Horse and Clo42071 Deceased, Mi- thing Supply. 753-4545
chael Ingerson, Route
NOTICE
*5 Box 50, Murray, KY
All items that were
42071 Executor, Appt.
stored in Storage
01-27-93, Gerald Bell,
Unit #176, #191, #65
P.O. Box 187, Murray,
prior to Sept. 30,1992
KY 42071 Attorney.
and Storage Unit #46
Ann P. Wilson,
prior to Sept. 17,
1992,& Storage Unit
Circuit Court Clerk
#26 prior to Jan. 15,
1993 at Key Mini
020
Warehouses, Rt. 8
Box 1260, Murray,
Notice
Ky. 42071 have been
abandoned and will
be disposed ofon Feb.
27, 1993 for charges
against said unit.
NOTICE
All stored items in
Storage Unit #141,
#160,1207 & #190, at
(Nol a WO nuirter)
Key
Mini Warehouses, Rt. 8, Box
1260, Murray, Ky.
DUTCH BOY 17, anxiously
42071 have been
family
host
Enawaiting
abandoned and will
toys sports, computers.
be disposed ofon Feb.
Other Scandinavian, Euro27, 1993
unless
pean high school students
picked up by the
arriving August. Call Eliowner and all charges
paid for said unit bezabeth (502) 782-2861 or
fore Feb. 27, 1993.
1-800-SIBLING

age
age
age
age
age

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

120
Insurance
230.
Exterminating
250 .....„............Business Services
290
Heating And Cooling
530
Services Offered

MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOYMENT

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SFR V It ES

.„--..--Farm Equipment
......-.Livestock & Supplies
•Supplies
Produce
.....-............... Food & Seed

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & 'nmee will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections CAM be
made.

753-1916

p.m.
am.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ADJUSTMENTS

Available Thru Ago $4.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. Vinth
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For tree information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree local dam service'
030
Card
of Thanks

The family of
Clayton
Fulton
would like to thank
all the friends and
family for all the support, flowers, prayers, food, and visits
in our time ofsorrow.
A special thanks
goes to Bro. Troy Deweese and Bro. Paul
Bogard for the soft
words of comfort.
Also the Glendale
Church of Christ singers. And BlalockColeman
Funeral
Home for the wonderful job they did.
Clayton Fulton Family
050
Lost
-And Found
FOUND: domestic bird on
Martin Chapel Road. Call
753-2795 must give a
description.

BE on TV Many needed for
commercials Now hiring all
ages For casting info call
615.779-7111 Ext T-535

PTL is looking
for an enthusiastic,
energetic, career
minded individual
who would like an
opportunity to join
our company. Prefer candidate with
computer experience and good communications/telephone skills. Competitive salary and
benefits.
Applicants send
resume to: Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1305,
Murray, KY 42071.
EOE

Help
Wanted

30001300000000000C
x DOLL HOUSE x
CAFE
X

COMMERCIAL plumbing
contractor hiring licensed
journeyman plumbers
Must have commercial experience and references
Pay to be determined by
experience and references
Call (502) 554-3132

Exotic Dancers
x
Rey. 79 East Paris, Tenn.
ant
X
p.nt-2
-Sat.
6
X Mon.
901442%1297
X
X
XXXX30000000000CX
X

CHEMISTRY. Laboratory/
Safety and Waste Coordinator: The Department of
Chemistry at Murray State
University (MSU) is seeking an individual to serve as
coordinator of our freshman laboratory program
The individual will also direct our safety and waste
removal programs Re•
sponsibilities will begin July
1, 1993 The successful
candidate should have the
M S in Chemistry with previous experience in corrchnating laboratories and familiarity with federaUstate
safety and waste regulations MSU is one of Kentucky's regional universities (8,000 students) located in western Kentucky.
The Chemistry Department
is made up 01 11 full-time
faculty members and is
ACS accredited. Interested
persons should send their
resume and three letters of
recommendation to Dr Jeffery E. Anderson, Chair.
Department of Chemistry, 1
Murray , St. Murray, KY
42071-3306. Murray State
does not discriminate on
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or disability in its programs or activities For information contact the Murray State
University Office of Equal
Opportunity,
502/762-3155

NEEDED bright. innovative
person for responsible position in retail sales Must
have pleasant co-operative
attitude and be willing to
learn Salary is 6 00/hr minimun Send resume to PO
Box 10400, Murray, Ky
42071
DRIVERS, GET IN
GEARI-At Munson Transportation, you'll get the respect, pay and support you
deserve We have opportunities for company drivers
and cnvneroperators, and
also offer a training program for inexperienced drivers In return, you'll receive
top pay and benefits for you
and your family, plenty of
miles, excellent equipment
and peace of mind Call
1-800-423-7629 Munson
Transportation EOE.
DRIVERS Over-The-Road
Van/flat 35 states. One
year's experience verifiable
start 25-28 cents/mile
with
3
years
Benefits.
Call
1-800-444-6648.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WANTED barmaids. waitPike County Chamber of resses, dancers, $500 plus
Commerce Salary based weekly. Doll House Cafe,
on experience. College de- Paris, TN 642-4297,
gree or equivalent Send 6pm-2am
resume by 3/1/93 Dave WANTED dependable
Stratton, Pike County kitchen help Call for apChamber of Commerce, pointment Cypress
225 College Street, Pike- Springs Resort 436-5496
ville, KY 41501
or 436-2524
FACULTY Associate - WANTED immediately
Biological Sciences: Full- housekeeper 2 days per
time, non-tenured track week, excellent payl Send
position Coordinate and reply to PO Box 1040P,
teach introductory biology Murray, Ky 42071
laboratories, supervise student assistants, prepare la070
boratories, and develop
Domestic
new laboratory exercises
0111dcare
Qualifications. B S degree
in Biology, Microbiology, DEPENDABLE person to
Botany or Zoology, M S. care for six year old in our
degree preferred Teaching home after school and
experience desirable Send summers Call after 7pm
letter of application, cum- 753-1882
culum vita, official tranHONEST, reliable and exscripts, and three letters of
reference from individuals perienced cleaning service
able to judge your teaching for home or business Call
759-9553 day or night
ability to Dr. William A
Dillon, Search Committee
Chairperson, Biological
Sciences, UT Martin, Martin, TN 38238 Application
deadline. March 1, 1993.
UTM is and EEO/AA/Title
9/Section 504/ADA
Employer
HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Up to $800
wkly Will train Call
219-769-6649, ext H239,
Sam to 8pm, 7 days

WILL do house cleaning
Please call these numbers
753-2266 or 489-2817

SEWING iobs wanted, in
cluding formal wear
753-1061.

:!:
4
- Ugly Duckling
Lamm
=

1-800-THE-DUCK

Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doors open at 6-00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mire
OPEN 10 THE ROMIG

753-0466

NON-N-4011T ORGANIIA1

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership
-Corporation

204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

Hawkins Research

753-7001

.1

L:

SECRETARY receptionist
needed. 15 hrs per week.
Positive attitude, people
skills, organizational abilities required Playhouse in
the Park 759-1752

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

On call

10

PART time receptionist
needed for local business
Good typing skills a must
Send resume to PO Box 29,
Murray, Ky 42071.

TRUCK DRIVERS The relocation services division of
North American Van Lines,
Inc. needs owner operators immediately. Up to
$5.000 contract signing bonus and $200,000 guaranteed linehaul offering per
year for top quality van
operators with 2 years experience in household
goods or electronics $100
contract signing bonus and
tuition-free training avail
for those w/no exp . Lease
or purchase avail
1-800 348 2147 Dept
VA 89

24 hours /7 days

111.

PART-TIME all around
maintenace man. Includes
painting, roofing, carpentry,
electrical. Must be hard
working, energetic, dependable, and able to work
without supervision Must
have own transportation
753-3018

753-4153

Certified Public Accountant

m50-4411Tatick ums ;N(

PARK Rangers Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc No exp necessary For info call
219-769-6649 ext 7159.
8am-8pm 7 days

TRUCK DRIVERS, lyear
exp up to 28 cents/mile to
start Choose van or flat
Tuition-free training for
those w/no exp Great benefits Must be 23 Call Poole
Truck
Line.
1-800-553-9443 Dept
Z-33

JERRY W. WILSON

EXPERIENCED lead
player and keyboard player
needed for working band
Must be committed
436 2701

Ward
To Buy

100
DRIVERS Start 24
Business
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
Opportuntty
cents Home regularly, free LICENSED LIFE AND
AGENT HERSHEY, Snickers-Bes
medical/dental, retirement, HEALTH
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bo- NEEDED. Quality pro- Vending Opportunity of the
nus, conventionals Re- ducts, high commissions 90's Local routes company
quires proven experience with advance before issue, established locations. 25
and 23 years of age Hor- lead system, and benefits. floor model machines Innady Truck Line, (Must qualify for advances vest $14,500. Estimated
and benefits.) Call earnings $800-$1300
EARN $500 OR MORE 1-800-648-9664.
weekly. 1-800-358-838
Weekly stuffing envelopes DRY wall finisher. Must 1-800-252-2581.
Send long SASE to Cozzy have experience and own LICENSED plumber to
NOLIN Lake, Central, Ky
Home Shoppers PO Box transportation. Call work r,Lexgton Full times,
renovated 12 unit motel
224 Dept M27, McKenzie, 753-4761 after 5pm.
permanent 800-829-6609 and resturant overlooking
Tn 38201
MEDICAL laboratory assis- Wax Marina and camptant wanted for doctor's grounds. Rare find
office Experience required $150,000 owner financing
America's Second car
Send resume to PO Box (502) 257-8138
1040R, Murray, Ky 42071
PIZZA INN Seeking Qualified Franchises, Carry-out/
OFFICE manager for busy Delivery and Full-Service
Locations Coast to Coast
physician's. Good pay and Restaurants Easy to open
benefits Business experi- and operate. 110 franchHALEY'S AUTO SALES
ence helpful Send resume ises sold in the last 12
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
to PO Box 1040S, Murray, months. For information
call 1-800-880-9955
Ky 42071
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th

311

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future") We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years. if you are not an
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This prolect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

140
Help
Wanted

120
Computers
SPECIAL- New IBM compatible 9 and 24 pin color
printer with color ribbon at
black & white printer prices
Try before you buy Call
Hawkins Research now
753-7001
140

Want
To Buy
17, or 2 baths 3br home
than 10yrs old Reply to PO
Box 38 Farmington, Ky_
42071. No Realtors
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

CASH paid for non working
VCRs Call 437-4159
LOOKING for dark fired to
bacco base 1./i acres Call
435-4155 leave message
WANT to buy used topper
for 1986 Ford pickup short
bed Reply to PO Box 192,
Puryear, Tn 38251
WOULD like to buy Super
Nintendo or Sega Genesis
player and/or games for
them Call 753-0675
Leave a message if no one
answers.

24 SMOKE damaged
church pews, solid oak,
price negotiable. To see
call 753-5015 between
8am and 4pm
BLEM light truck tires-16'
and 16 5 $65 each plus
tax Warehouse Tires, 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
EMBERHEARTH wood
stove/fireplace insert 1
kersosene heater 30"
Peterson propane logs All
in excellent condition Call
753-7580 after 5pm

Tobacco float plants
for sale.
Now taking orders.
Mark Paschall
753-4802
FOR sale typewriter SCM
portable electric Best offer
over $100 received by noon
on Feb 20 753-2835
GUARANTEED AMWAY
PRODUCTS for every
need are just a phone call
away We deliver Phone
759-1101
KIDS Kids Kids, 50% off
clothing. New, Used, Summer & Winter'804 Coldwater Rd 759-4577.
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
LIKE new swivel car caddy.
Will haul any type car, used
only a few times 18ft
flatbed trailer, 7ft wide with
ramp. 753-2905
LIKE new wood stove Fireplace insert, force air system 759-1556 after
4 30pm
LOG Homes Design Services FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES, Route 1 Box
84CK, Moss, TN 38575
800-231-3695
SUNTAN beds, new &
used
.
Home or commercial units.
Financing available.
753-9274, 1800-540-9790

CASH paid for good, used POST frame buildings
rifles, shotguns, and pis- 24'x40'x9' erected, $4596,
tols Benson Sporting plus freight Other sizes
Goods, 519 S. 12th, available Blitz Builders,
1-800-628-1324
Murray

APPLIANCE
PARTS
To
Most Major Brands
Fit

1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
NotPont
isttchen
FnCi'dage
41Ci
GE

IWP6
Ire

westri0h°usemaytag

Sears

7'a,„

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713
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CLASSIFIEDS
1;1

121
Farm
EquiPlaoal

person,
SPA. 5
67-x610-x35*, 2hp pump
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
cover, and redwood steps
2 years old. $2950. Call
753-3488.
STOKERMATIC/
FIRETENDER heaters, furnaces, boilers, and parts
are made by firetender (formerly Stokermatic). Enjoy
economy and superior
comfort with coal-stoker
heating. Firetender (801)
972-4488,(502)684-4595
USED Trane heat pump.
Excellent condition. Call
435-4392.

35 MASSEY Ferguson.
Good condition. 753-5463
or 753-0144.
6-30 ROW 7000 JD
planter. Insecticide boxes &
Ml no till equipment Mark
Paschall 753-4802.
TRACTOR wood splitter
$235. 100 amp trailer service pole $125. 753-1265.
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.

FIREWOOD. 436-5598.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
WOOD for sale, 753-0527
New Commercial-Home or 753-9745
Units from $199. Lamps,
lotions, accessories.
221
Monthly payments low as
$18. Call today, FREE
Musical
NEW color catalog,
FOR sale: Spinet-console
1-800-462-9197.
piano. Wanted, responsible
party to make low monthly
1fl
payments. See locally.
Homo
Call:1-800-327-3345.
Furnishltqw
BATHROOM vanity tops, PIANO tuning. John
bathtubs, showers, doors, Gottschalk, 753-9600
mirrors, etc. Come see our
2.10
showroom. 612 S. 9th St.
753-5719 Thornton Tile &
Miscellaneous
Marble.
COMMERCIAL type lawnCOUCH, loveseat and mower, Kwik Kut, 23hp mochair, neutral color, nice tor, 5ft deck, hydrolic drive
condition, 3pcs. $300. Call zero turning radius $1800.
753-6773 after 5pm.
Call 753-7161.
FRENCH provential sofa, 5 DAY/4 night Bahama
marble top end & coffe Cruise with hotel stay. Limtable. 753-3376 after 5pm
ited tickets, must sell $299
NICE sleeper sofa $50, var- per couple. Call Premier
iety of chairs, couchs, Travel 1-407-629-4200
lamps, mattress, box Ext.(15) Fl. Seller of Travel
springs, end tables, and Reg. No. 15672.
misc. items. 753-1222 ALL STEEL BUILDINGS:
daysf753-6620 evenings.
Straight sided and utility.
TRUNDLE bed, white, very Manufacturer Direct Dissturdy. Includes 2 mattres- count Prices. 16x20
ses. Asking $125. $1097., 23x30 $1879.,
30x44 $2539., 40x60
753-8140.
$3966. 46x86 $6997.,
USED carpet & pad. Dark 48x100 $8353. Pioneer
green. 2-12x12 rooms & 1-800-668-5422.
living area. $100.
BAHAMA Cruise, 5 days/4
436-5683.
nights. Take the vacation
WATERBED and home en- you deserve. $119-per pertertainment cabinet $250. son. Corporate ratesCall 753-8778 after 5pm
Limited tickets. Call now!
M-F 9-9, Sat. 10-3.
407-323-6113.
BARGAIN BIN

Meoelisiteaue
HEARTLAND-Old fashioned candeilight weddings.
Mountain chapel overlooking river. Near Gadinburg.
Everything provided. Accommodations, Romatic
CARRIAGE RIDE. No test/
no waiting Charge cards
accepted
1-800-448-VOWS (8697).

likiskoes
Rowels
88h x 50ft metal building
insulated, gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
storage. Located at 406
Sunburg Circle. See Carlos
Black, Jr. at Black's Decorating Center or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.

FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
PORTABLE welding ma- Shopping Center.
chine. 250 amp, 4 cyl., on 753-4509 or 753-6612.
trailer, good condition. Call
UP to 3400 sq. ft. located
753-7161
121 Bypass. 753-2225,
PURPLE MARTIN BIRD- 759-1509 after 6pm.
HOUSES ORDER FACTORY DIRECT. Ship anywhere. Aluminum hinged
doors, guard rails, telescoping pole VISA/MC
Free
information WANTED to Rent: 3 or 4
1-800-869-2828. COATES bedroom house in the LexMANUFACTURING INC. ington, Versailles, Paris,
Frankfort or Winchester
Shreveport, LA.
area. Call 606-224-4032.
RATS OR MICE? Buy Enforcer Products Guaranteed! To kill rats & mice.
Available at Murray True
Value Home & Auto Centers North Side Shopping 1BR apartment for rent.
Center.
Hazel Apts., Hazel. Ky. You
VALENTINE'S DAY-The must be 62, handicapped
perfect day to say,"1 DO!' or disabled. Rent based on
Romantic, candlelight wed- income. Equal Housing Opding services-near Dolly- portunity. 527-8574 or
wood & Gatlinburg. No 492-8721.
blood test or waiting period! 1BR furnished apt Close to
1-800-729-4365.
university and hospital.
Some utilities paid.
250
753-8756 or 753-9101.
Business
1 OR 2br apts. near downServices
town Murray. 753-4109.
KEN-TENN Investigations,
owner J.B. Wilbum,specia- 2BR, 1'04 bath townhouse,
lizing in criminal, civil, central h/a. All appliances
domestic and insurance in- and lawn maintance furnvestigations. 14 years law ished. $450/mo. Coleman
enforcement experience. RE 753-9898.
502-436-6099. Licensed in 2BR, 2bath, duOlex, w/
Kentucky and Tennessee. garage, central gas heat.
Appliances furnished.
260
Available now. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
Radio
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref
SYLVANIA 19' color tv. dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
Call 753-0118 after 6pm
central h/a, $335/mo. Deposit required. No pets.
753-9240.
- Mobile
2BR deluxe apt. central
Homes For Sale
heat & air, deck, appliances

410

170

Real
Estate

1 HORSE trailer, good condition 498-8416 after 4pm.

HUNTERS Paradise! 157
acre farm in Tennessee
has both mature & young
forest. Tendable acreage is
in government set aside
program providing annual
income of $5600.3 ponds &
abundance of wildlife. MLS
4402 $69,500. Call Joan at
Kopperud RE 753-1222.

Arertt
ib
2
BR
Duplex
Northwood w patio & carport Cent
H A Stove, refrig.,
dishwasher, disposal, w d hookup.
Bedrooms
have
15*
Ig
closets.
Many kitchen cabinets. INCLUDES
SEPARATE
PRIVATE
20x30
STORAGE BLDG
W OVERHEAD
DOOR. Ref. $100
dep, $400 mo. No
pets. 753-3018
SPANKING new 2 bedroom, 1 bath duplex with
carport, appliances furnished, washer/dryer hookup, central air and gas heat
Available now. $475 a
month, 1 month deposit, 1
year lease No pets
753-2905
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible. Equal Housing Opportunity. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113.
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
apartment, deposit, lease,
no pets. 113S 13th St. Call
753-3488
140
Houses
For Rent

2BR, CHERRY Corner'
Stove & refrigerator.
$300/mo., references and
deposit required. Call after ROTTWEILERS AKC registered. OFA certified,
4pm. 753-3187.
ready for Valentine's Day.
3BR house, lbath, central Parents on premises.
gas heat, $400/mo, 1/yr 435-4602.
lease, 1/mo -deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
410
4BR in Hazel. Available
Public
Feb. 19. Appliances includSale
ing washer/dryer.
492-8526.
YARD SALE
EXTRA nice 2br townhouse, appliances furnInside Valley Drive-In.
ished including washer and
Hwy.94 East-12 miles
dryer. $425/month plus deeast of Murray
posit. No pets. 753-1266
Fri.-Sat.-Sun: 8:00-?
from Elam-5pm.

AUCTION

A The Annual Gigantic Consignment
R JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
SA1.,11/1ARCH 13, 1993

A

DON'T FORGET THIS AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 13,1993

;Am)

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

SATURDAY, FEB. 13, 1993
MR.& MRS. JOE B. PRINCE

NEAR BENTON, KY

I APPLIANCE REPAIR 7

JAMES R. CASH

Lake
Property

Hoses
For Sale

LAKEFRONT LIQUIDA- 4BR, 1 bath, kitchen, LR,
TION! 24r Barkley Lake DR, and utility room-2 car
FOR Sale: wheat straw.
water frontage, 1 74 acre garage-only 1 1/2 blocks
Call 753-8156 or 753-6401
only $24,900 Woods. from MSU $45,000
views, ready for vacation, 753-4464
QUARTER horse Gentle
retirement
home 2 9 acre
for kids 753-0588
lake access $4,900 Fi- 4BR, 2bath, brick ranch
nancing going fast, call home with approx. 4 5
800 858-1323 Woodland acres, all fenced in Ideal
for horses or cattle, 6 stall
Acres
tool shed 5 miles NE of
759-4947 after
MOVING to Kentucky or NEW lake view home on 7 Murray
2 BEAGLE hounds, both anywhere nationwide, free acres in Farmer's Cove 5pm
male, both 1 year old.
area information, RELO Southside of Blood River CANTERBURY 3br,
753-4053 after 5pm.
agent. Joe Passantino, next to community boat bath. LR, DR, hardwood. 2
AKC TINY toy Poodles. Vet SIRK & CO., Realtors dock Under construction car garage, privacy fence,
or with basement $44,500 landscaped 753-5264
checked & shots Beautiful 800-662-5651
finished TWIN LAKES
colors Ready for Valen- 502-928-2287.
REAL ESTATE AND BUIL- FIXED rate, adjustable, VA
tine's Day Hardin, Ky
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
DERS 753-0563
and FHA loans at Hum437-4215
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
phries & Assoc Mortgage
BEAUTIFUL Dalmation Jean Bird. Bel-Air Center
Co. in Paducah. Call Kenny
440
puppies Male and females 502- 753 -SOLD,
Rose at 1-800-326-7634 or
Lots
$200 ea Call (901) 1-800-369-5780.
1-442-9929
An equal
For Sale
352-2416 after 5.
ROBERTS Realty: Callo- 2 WOODED lots in Sher housing lender
DOG Day Afternoon dog way County's oldest and
470
grooming All breeds, all most reliable real estate wood Forest Each lot
Saes_ Southside Shopping agency For all your real 150x200 $9000 for both
759-1084
Motorcycles
Center. 759-1768.
estate needs call them to
day
at
753-16511
Syca1990 YAMAHA YZ125
HAPPY JACK FLEA
$1300 1983 Honda XR200
GARD Patented electronic more and 12th St
Farms
$550
753-0721
device controls fleas in
For Sale
or753-8848
homes without pesticides.
435
FARM for sale Want to buy
Results overnight. At TSC
Lake
150 acres productive land CALL NOWI YZ80 good
stores
Property
in northern Henry Co (901) condition Priced right for
good sale 753-0013
HAVE an obedient, safe KENTUCKY Lake, beautitu 458-6987 after 7pm
dog for show or home. water front lot, deep water
460
4115
Classes or private lessons. trees, almost level, city wa
Homes
Serving Murray for over
Auto
ter, $17,950.00, easy
For Sale
12yrs 436-2858.
Parts
terms. 759-1922
3BR, iv, bath, central air &
MUST find good home for 3
black & white puppies, 2 ROUGH river lake resort, gas heat $70's 753-3376 USED tires 195q0/14
Goodyear Eagle GT, black
males & 1 female. Will be Central, Ky. Prime 71 after 5pm
wall, mounted and basmall dogs. 759-5494 after waterfront lots develop- 3BR, 2 bath, double wide
ment below apprasial. Will Pool, satellite, decks, on lanced $125 • tax per set
5pm.
trade or owner finance. one acre. Must sell. Key Auto Parts, Hwy 121
PEG'S Dog Grooming (502) 257-8138.
South. 753-5500
753-1221.
753-2915

& lawn maintenance furn12x60 MOBILE home,
ished. Coleman RE
large outbuilding, house 753-9898
roof, in town $5700 obo.
THEM'S
1109 Pogue Ave.
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY. Call 753-0253 after 5pm. 2BR duplex in Northwood,
Liquidation Sale
759-9940
(Gadinburg's Original Wed- 14x70 CLAYTON 2br, 2 $325/mo. 759-4406.
FEMALE MSU student
Clean Used Furniture, Apding Chapel) Thoughtful bath on rented lot near
looking
for
two
roommates
Must
vacate bilking.
2BR near MSU. Central
pliances, arid Misc. Items
service is rendered through Kirksey 753-8311 or
Everything must go.
heat & air, available now. to share 4br, 2 bath home.
Use Our Layaway Plan
music, flowers, photo- 489-2694.
Now Rensng Nintendo
$300/mo, appliances & Must be able to pay
No reasonable offer
graphs, videos and receplawn maintenance furn- $100/mo and 4 utilities.
refused.Something for
tions. 1-800-922-4573
CONCRETE runners, gut753-7868
ask
for
Holly,
if
no
ters, down spouts, plastic ished. Embassy Apts
everyone.
answer leave message.
GATLINBURG Summit- ground cover and central 753-9898.
165
Breathtaking mountain top air comes with all of our
FOR rent available now,
views. Fireplace, balcony, double wides. The best at APARTMENT in single 4br on Olive, $450/mo plus
Antiques
family dwelling area. 2br,
kitchen, indoor pool, jacuzdeposit. 753-2225 days or
ANTIQUE ORNATE iron zis. Honeymoon and affordable prices. Dinkins appliances, quiet area, 759-1509 nights.
bed. Over 75 years old weekend specials! Free Mobile Homes, Inc., 2427 E near university. $325/mo
Wood St., Paris, Tn Call 753-8096 or 753-2633. HOUSE for rent/ 2 or 3br,
753-7185.
FLORIDA-WEST COAST.
brochure, 1-800-242-4853, 1-800-642-4891. Champlots of shade, a/c, gas heat, Manufactured homes, land
(205) 988-5139.
APT,
with
carport,
central
ion's S2 Single Lot DealerH/A, water & appliances partially furnished, dose to ownership, saltwater acship in North America.
furnished. Zimmerman campus.$300 plui deposit. cess, clubhouse, tennis,
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. apts, So 16th. 753-6609. 408 N 5th St, Murray, Ky. pool. Active community.
362-7533.
Specializing in mobile
Free info mid $60's
home electric services. 200 CHARMING 2 bedroom, 2 NEW duplex, 2br, washer, 1-800-237-6646 Harbor
bath
duplex
with
garage.
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
dryer, gas heat, all ap- Isles, 100 Palm Harbor
Northwood Drive. Ap435-4027.
pliances. Call 753-9447 or Drive, Venice, FL 34287.
pliances furnished, washer/
753-5719.
FOR your real estate
MOBILE HOME REPOS dryer hook-up, central air
FOR SALE. Singles and and as heat. $425 a NEWLY redecorated farm needs, contact Wilson Redoubles. Financing avail- month, 1 month deposit, 1 house on Wiswell Road. alty at 302 So. 12th,
able. Clean, late model year lease. No pets. 3br, 1'4 bath. Call 753-3263. Wayne Wilson,
homes. Green Tree Finan- 753-2905.
753-5086, broker; Pat Col753-7920.
9:00 A.M.- Regardless Of Weather
cial Corp.-Kentucky,
eman, 753-0818, associMAYFIELD,
KY!!
FAIRGROUNDS
AT THE
606-223-1010
or
ate; Dan Miller, 435-4144,
'160
One bedroom apt
1-800-221-8204.
associate & auctioneer.
* a *THE EVENT OF THE YEAR
For Rent
furnished
nicely
Or Lease
NEW 1993 quality built,
FREE List! Lakefront &
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
near campus.
energy efficient homes
acreage land bargains on
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
starting as low as
Call Owen
Norris Lake in Northeast
warehouses on Center
$12,900.00 with central
Tennessee.
Wooded.
Food Market
IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SELL
Drive behind Shoney's.
heat & air. As always, no
Spectacular views! Guar753-4682
$20440/mo.
759-4081.
CALL NOW!
one no where has a better
anteed buildable. Excellent
Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
housing value! Dinkins MoNORTHWOOD storage financing. Buy direct from
bile Homes, Inc., 2427 E
On Wednesday,Thursday, Or Friday,
presently has units avail- developer & save thouWood St., Paris, Tn HOUSING near MSU for up able. 753-2905 for more sands! Call Norris Shores 7
March 10th, 11th, 12th For Check-In.
to 4 students. Available for
1-800-642-4891.
days. 800-488-4883. File
Spring Semester. Coleman information.
S0-07019-48-166C.
USED MOBILE HOME FI- RE, 753-98V8.
1
KOPPERUD REALTY ofNANCING, 1976 and
For Sale
EVERY YEAR IS BETTER AND BETTER
fers a complete range of
newer from Green Tree Fi- MUR-CAL Apartments now
Or Lease
Real Estate services with a
nancial. Competitive rates, accepting applications for
fast friendly service. Call 1, 2 and 3br apartments. 60 ARCES farm land near wide selection of quality
JAMES
R.
CASH
Phone
759-4984.
Equal
Ii
homes, all prices
THE AUCTIONEER FANCY FARM, KY
today 1-800-221-8204.
Coldwater. 489-2490.
Housing Opportunity.
753-1222.
PHONE 502-623-8466
NEAR university. Large
900 square-foot, 2br apartment. Plush carpet
throughout 4 large closets
2BR, 14 wide, partially furn- plug linen closet Range,
ished, water furnished, refrigerator, dishwasher,
cable ready -• .untry. disposer, washer-dryer
Also
color hookup. Central eletric heat
10:00 A.M.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
, nice, and air. Recently painted.
Ground floor. $325/mo. DeCUsTON KITCHEN carsiNETs
28R, water and appliances posit required. 753-4560
cuSTOM w000wORKING
9ani
to
4pm
Monday
thru
furnished. Coleman RE,
All Types Of:
FROM BENTON,TAKE HWY51SOUTHWEST SMILES TO THE FAR111
Friday.
753-9898.
ME HARVEY CONIAUNITr
Custom Woodworking
IAF 285 Tractor wiNew Rubber• MF 245 Del Tractor, Pr SteerSHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, NEW 2br townhouse, all
Mg, Live PTO •JD 4010 Del Tractor•Ford IN Tractor wiSlcle Mt
electric or gas. Walking dis- appliances furnished, inDistributor•Allis Chalmers WO w/New Idea 2 R Mounted Picker
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
tance to college. 753-5209. cluding washer and dryer,
•A-Gleaner Combine wil3oth Heads
-Drop by & see our showroom
$450/mo. plus deposit 1
1985 Ford F-250 Explorer Del 04 Pickup• 1975 Ford Granada
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
year
lease.
Available
im4 Door Automobile
753-S940
mediately. 753-4573.
2 Aide Bumper Hitch Mod( Trailer•2 Axle 16' Bumper Hitdi Flat
Trailer•JO 680 Hey Rake w/Dollie • JD 350 Sickle Mower• MF
NEW duplex apt at 1416
219bn Plow•Ford 2 Bbn Plow•MF 7'3Pt Disc•MF 4 Bbn Plow
3BR mobile home in Alm. Michelle Dr. 2br, 2 full
•JO 4 atm Plow•Ford 3 Pt T Blade•Bush Hog 3 Pt CCutter•
2 Row 3 Pt Planter • 1 Row Culti• Lit Pole • New Idea 303 1
$300/mo, $200 deposit, baths, gas heat. approx.
Row Corn Picker • Palm Belt Drive Hammer MIS • 4 Wheel
1250 sq ft. with garage. All
6nio lease. 759-1591.
Farm Wagon • Gehl Grinder Mixer• Gravity Flo Wagon•JD 9'
appliances furnished. One
Service on all brands window air condiboners
Wheel Disc•4 Row Rotary Hoe•Hey I Corn Bevakw•3 Pt 5'
month deposit required 8
dryers
Cutler •Fisk Feed Can•4 Row Culli•3 Pt Hay Fort•6'Drag
washers
freezers
refrigerators
or
527-8757
lease.
Call
Dc
microwaves dishwashers gas 8 electric ranges
753-0262.
LOTS OF TOOL SHED MISCELLANEOUSRI POLAR CRAFT
IC SEMI V JON BOAT W/20 HP MERCURY MOTOR
Factory Authorlzod Repairs For:
32h x 50ft BUILDING for NICE 2br apt, near univerCOMPLETE INTTLSMENT DAY OP SALMI
month.
No
Brown
per
$250
Tappan-KeivIriator-Emersonsity.
stilor11011v1I work. Complete
UP TO OATS AN LaTTENS A VAUST1
with air compressor, gas pets. 436-5416.
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
hest,3phaseshoots'service,4 overbsod doors and VERY Nice 2BR town753-1270
AUCTIONEER 8, REAL ESTATE Fmnier- R
Isms office. 759-9018.
house duplex in private
FANCY FARM.,KENTUCKY
C
arse. Leese IA deposit re4 CAR cisen-up shop, of
502.6218466 - FAX 502-623-1-"
quired. No pets
fi
lice,
paved
lot,
air.
THE SELLING MACHINE
$500/month 753-3343.
753-4509.

F

460

415

Livestock
Supplies

753-5341 or

Steele-Allbritten Int
'

Real Estate Auction
Friday, Feb.19th,1993 at 5P.M.at 415 North 6th St.,corner of
6th and Ash In Murray, Ky.
• 444

This nice three bedroom house, one bath, living room, laundry
room, gas heat, storm doors & windows, outside storage.
Terms:20% down day of sale, bal. in 30 days with passing
of deed.
This auction held jointly with Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson, Broker
302 So. 12th St., Murray, Ky 753-3263

Dan Miller, Auctioneer 435-4144

lassified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
SAVE'
•
Sale and
Call

753-1916
to place your ad.
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CLASSIFIEDS
.
pen.

Used
Trucks

3.73 In 1 positrac rear end.
Rts '88 or newer full size
Chevy truck. $300.
753-0721 or 753-8848.

1988 F150, GREY on grey,
4sp. pis. pt.stereo. Sharp
as new. $4,600. Phone
502-875-4050. (dealer).

1988 FORD F-250 pick-up,
auto., p/s, p/b, a/c, dual
tanks, V-8 heavy duty.
$5000 .
Phone
1976 DODGE Station wa- 502-875-4050 (dealer) or
gon, good dependable car. (502) 875-1844.
Asking $350. Call 1990 454 Super Sport
759-2530.
Chevrolet. Only 7000 units
1980 PONTIAC Grand built, 17.XXX miles
Prix. Excellent condition, $15.500. 753-0370
V6, auto trans., 20-25mpg, 1992 CHEVY S-10
Tahoe,
uses no oil $1500. Call V6,
a/c, p/b, plc tinted win436.5642 after lpm.
dows. 8,500 miles.
1988 IROC 228. Extra 753-5076 take over
payments.
dean. Cruise. lilt, pAv, p/
seats, 55xxx miles. $9500. 1992 5-10 Tahoe, blue &
901-247-3233 ask for silver, short bed, 4.3 V-6,
Tony.
air, auto, AM/FM cassete,
9.XXX miles. 1986 Ford
3 VOLKSWAGONS, cargo van, auto, air, new
diesekt, to be fixed or for tires, high miles. 492-8385
parts. 436-5560.
after 4pm.
CAR Stereo Installadon CHEVROLET, Oldsmobile
753-0113. Sunset Boule- Trucks included. AN new
vard Music, Murray's Al- 1993's sold at $49. over
pine Car Audio Specialist, factory invoice. Call for
Dixieland Center, 1 block price
quote.
from MSU dorms.
1-800-8361164. Recorded
FOR Sale: 1990 Chevy Ca- message. Ande Chevrolet
valier, 44xxx miles, arnifm Oldsmobile, Lawrencestereo, a/c, $5000. burg, Indiana.
753-9240.
FORD-Mercury-Lincoln,
1981 FORD Granada pis, trucks included. AN new
pit), a/c, tilt, cruise. '93's sold at $100 below
factory invoice. Call for
492-8789.
price
quote,
1982 228 $2500. Extra 1-800-995-9575. Recorded
dean. 437-4432.
message. Tennessee Motor Co.. Johnson City, TN.
19832802X,6cyl.5speed
digital dash. Mops, pAv,
510
Ws. runs good. $2000 Call
436-5560.
Campers
1983 DELTA 88. V8,4dr, all
eietric, very good condition. 1986 PROWLER 28ft awning, microwave, stereo,
436-2853.
nice, road ready 753-2677.
1984 Cavalier, type 10,
auto, a/c, 4cyl. Good de- 1990 24ft ARIES travel
pendable transporation. trailer, sleep 6, air, tv an$1350. Phone Frankton tenna, excellent condition
$8500. obo 502-489-2445.
(502) 875-1844.

4:7

10%7

1984 CHRYLSER LeBaron
$1500.080. Also wiling to
trade for truck. 753-5182.
1985 BUICK Park Avenue.
Body-blue with beige doth
top, loaded, high mileage,
good condition. $4000.
753-9357 after 500pm.
1985 TRANS AM with ttops, white with red interior,
loaded, extra clean
753-6705 or 753-1976.
1986 DODGE 600 SE 4dr,
excellent condition, super
clean, priced low. Call
753-9774 after 5pm.
1986 HONDA Civic, Light
Blue, 5-speed. Runs great.
good condition. $3,000.
Phone. 502-535-6501.
1986 OLDS Cutlass, 4dr,
V-8 motor, one owner
$3200. Call 753-5738 after
4pm.
1987 FORD Taurus, one
owner, lady driven, loaded,
4dr, V6 engine, Michelin
Wes. 753-3704, 1601 Loch
Lomond will trade. $3500.
1987 MONTE Carlo low
mileage, excellent condition, 305 V-8 engine.
759-9350.
1988 GRAND Prix SE,
white, gray interior gound
effects. 759-4682.
1989 NISSAN 240 SX
42,000 miles, auto, am/fm
cassette. $8900. 362-7487.

vans
1986 CHEVY Conversion
van, raised roof, tv, icebox/
cooler, a/c, pis, p/b, near
new tires, 3rd seat makes
bed, 4 captains chairs,
76xxx miles, one owner.
$8500. May trade for rural
real estate. 753-4359.
1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
4 cyl., 7 passenger, air,
cruise,48XXX miles, excellent condition. $9000 obo.
502-489-2445.

i

PLYMOUTH '88 Grand
Voyager LE, V-6 1 owner,
loaded, new tires, excellent
condition $6500 obo.
759-1555.

Used
Trucks
1970 GMC
753-1731.

pickup

1976 FORD pickup. Good
condition $600 obo
753-6390
1977 DODGE 'A ton
pickup, 95,XXX $1500.
1989 Silverado, 36,XXX,
black $10,500. Can be
seen at 1204 Johnson Ave.
753-1789.
1985 SILVERADO red on
ten, a/c. t, cruise, p/w, pff,
p/s, abs. VS, o.d, new tires
& wheels, clean, extra
sharp MOO 435-4582 after 5pm.
1987 DODGE Ram 1501E
41,000 mile, loaded. excellent camcition. 759-1916.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. AN work guaranteed. 753-1134.
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates.
753-4591.
CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664.
CHARLIE Davidson. All
types of roofing and repairs. Torch down rubber
roofing. 753-5113.
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191
COLSON'S Home Repair.
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm.
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wufff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.
DOZER work, all kinds. Call
Charles Smotherman
436-5828 or 753-9822.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs.
FORREST Construction.
Remodeling, additions, repair, painting, countertops.
general carpentry and blue
prints. 753-9688. 14 years
experience.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.

520

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintMOM
ing. Free estimates. 18
1990 STRATOS 275 Fish & years experience Local reSki. 150 Evinrude. Approx. ferences. 436-2701.
60hrs garage kept Sharp!
$13,000. Swap or trade for BACKHOE and Hauling
real estate. 753-1404, Service. 753-1221 or
753-1537
759-9240.
GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears residential and com530
mercial continuous gutters
Services
installed for your specificaOffered
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
Al Lamb Brothers Quality for free estimate.
Tree Service, light hauling, HADAWAY Construction:
etc. Free estimates. Home remodeling, paint436-2102 ask for Luke.
ing. wallpaper, carpentry,
A-1 TOWN/country yard floor covering. No job too
mowing,landscaping,tree small. 436-2052.
trimrning,tree removal,light HOME Improvement Spehauling. Free estimates. cialist. Vinyl siding, winTim Lamb, 436-2528.
dows, carports, and patio
enclosures. 753-0280.
Boats

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodeling, garages,decks, patios,
interior trim. 753-0834.

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof.
White rubberized roof
coating or silver roof
coating.
Everlock vinyl underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors,
Windows,
Metal Siding, Floor Repair
Gas and Electric Furnaces
Phone 502492-8488
Hwy. 641
*
N. Hazel
*

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.
NATURAL LP & Propane
gas installation and service, licensed and insured
Ercel Carter 753-6194.
PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate.
Same day service. Al work
guaranteed. 492-8816.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

BACKHOE SERVICE. WINDOW tint: home, busiBRENT ALLEN septic tank ness, auto. Free estimate.
inateilation. repair, replace- Reasonable rates.
ment. 759-1515
753-5185 or 762-2821

Sneak Attack

Tomorrow: Test your play.
South dealer.
only one club loser(K-Q doubleton or
Both sides vulnerable.
the singleton king or queen with
NORTH
West,for example).South decided to
A
add to his chances by giving the de•Q 84 2
fenders a chance to go wrong.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR VCR Doctor, home repair TIMMY Gamble tree work.
•105 4
Accordingly,at trick two he led a
Service Center, cleaning- service. IA110f rnelfunction 247-1377.
•
A
6
4
3
2
club
to the ace, both opponents folspecialist
Pay for only reservicing $15; most repairs
WEST
EAST
lowing low.He then cashed the ace of
$35. New location: Route 1, pairs. No service (*ergs.
* J 1063
+9872
spades, A-K of trumps and K-Q of
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5, For details,call 437.4159,7
•65
days, anytime.
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
•109
spades, discarding two diamonds
•KQJ6
•98 7 32
from dummy. After ruffmg his last
•Q 108
•K 5
spade in dummy,the stage was set.
SOUTH
With fingers crossed,declarer led
il(Q54
a club. East won with the king but
WAKJ73
had to return a diamond,whereupon
•A
South discarded the jack of dubs as
•J 9 7
he ruffed in dummy to bring in the
The bidding:
slam.
The key play occurred at trick
CALHOUN, Ky. (AP)- The
ton of Calhoun, was thrown from South West North East
Pass
2•
Pass
two when declarer led a club to the
mangled hulk of metal in front of the back seat. He spent one night 1 11
2*
Pass
4 11
Pass
ace. East could have assured defeat
McLean County High School carin the hospital.
4 NT
Pass
5
11
Pass
of
the slam by dropping the king
ries a plea from the parents of a
Students respect the Algoods' 5 NT Pass
6•
Pass
under the ace, but he was hardly in a
teen-ager killed in an accident.
decision to display the car.
6 IF
position to find this defense so early
Jay Algood, a 1992 graduate,
"It took a lot of guts," said Opening lead -king of diamonds. in the play.
wasn't wearing a seat belt when
Kyle Owen, who was Algood's
When fate neglects to give deHad declarer telegraphed his inhis car wrecked on Jan. 30. Two
best friend.
clarer enough assets to work with,he tentions by first stripping his own
other passengers were injured.
Owen said he always buckles is edkitled to try to enlist the aid of hand and dummy of spades and diaA sign between the car and the
up because seat belts once saved his opponents to achieve his goal. monds before cashing the ace ofclubs,
school entrance reads "Please, his parents' lives. But other teen- This sometimes requires a smooth it would have been much easier for
please. Seat belts do make a
agers don't have the habit, he performance by declarer,and a good East to dispose of his king under the
example is provided by today's deal. ace. West would then have been able
difference."
said.
West led a diamond against six to score two club tricks to set the
Algood's parents, after receivOwen spoke to Algood that
ing permission from Principal final Friday night about plans to hearts, and South saw at once that slam.
the slam would fail unless he could
To have the greatest chance of
Earl Melloy, placed the car in shoot baskets Saturday.
avoid losing two club tricks. Since success, declarer's club play had to
front of the school for three days
Two hours later, Algood was
this week, hoping students will dead. Owen, a junior, played on there were few holdings the defend- be made before East realized that
ers could have that would permit the king was a hot potato.
learn from the tragedy.
McLean County's basketball
"I think it was very coura- team with Algood. He'll rememgeous and admirable on their ber Algood "every time I see a
part," Melloy said.
basketball."
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 12,1993
The day that Algood, 19, died
The Cougars have dedicated
marked the one-year anniversary
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
the rest of their season to Algood, date of,krth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company
of dating Kristie Whitaker.
will bill you 95
who was a standout on the court cents a minute.)
"I don't know. It's just like
his senior year.
I'm real empty," the 15-year-old
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE hip. Freudian slips may give clues to
The players painted Algood's NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
girl said. "I still have my best
your real needs or motives. Watch
initials and jersey number on
friends, but he and I for a while
Your attitude toward others will that body language! A move to new
play an important role in your career quarters may be necessary.
were boyfriend and girlfriend, their shoes. The team wears black
wristbands during games.
and financial success. Be sure your
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
then we became best friends.
Whitaker is a cheerleader for business associates share your Public dealings, business partnerNow I lost my boyfriend and my
the team.
strong code of ethics. A partnership ships and close ties receive new
best friend."
Algood
that
is launched in March or April attention this weekend. Prominent
was
the
second
Last week, she wrote Algood a
McLean County teen killed in a has every chance of succeeding. people who share your optimism
two-page letter in the middle of
Joint financial enterprises are provide strong moral support.
the night. "I told him I would go car wreck within the past three stressed
in June. Count on your
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): New
months.
on with my life. But just because
career
to
take
an
exciting
new
direcwork
methods or job projects hold
Stephanie
Dunn,
a
star basketI go on with life, I won't love
tion in September. You are moving great promise. Intellectually stimuball
player
for
the
Lady
Cougars,
him any less. I think that's what
died in an accident in November. out of a period of confusion and lating companions are a source of
he would want."
wishful thinking, into an era of inspiration. Strive to strike a better
Dunn and Algood were
David Miller of Livermore was
greater prosperity.
balance between career and family
classmates.
the front-seat passenger in
CELEBRITIES BORN ON interests.
Algood's car. The 20-year-old
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Both were good people and THIS DATE: President Abraham
Lincoln, talk-show host Arsenio Slip-ups are possible today. Protect
clicked his seat belt in place everybody knew them, said
Hall, actress Joanna Kerns, author funds and items of value. A brilliant
moments before the accident.
Jarred Howard, a senior.
brainstorming session gets the creMiller was treated and released
"It's hard to deal with, but I Judy Blume.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): ative juices flowing. Heed the sigfrom a local hospital, and the seat keep saying things can only get
New material gains are indicated nals you are receiving in romance!
belt saved his life.
better," he said. "They can't get now. Those who are trying to capiSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
A third passenger, Chris Atherany worse."
talize on their creative or artistic 21): A hidden factor adds to the
gifts, as well as those in science, excitement of romance. A powerful
will benefit.
new person could enter your life this
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): evening. Dress up and be on your
Take the overview and look at your best behavior.
NEW YORK (AP)- Gen. Colin L. Powell wants to quit as
revised plans from a long-range perCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in part because of impending
spective. Dreams could provide 19): Guard your funds in the days
budget cuts and the dispute over lifting the ban on homosexuals in
important clues. Seek professional just ahead. A lofty project could run
the military, The New York Times said today
advice if desired.
aground. You have all you need and
Powell, 55, wants to resign two or three months before his twoGEMINI
(May
21
-June
20):
maybe more in romance. Your interyear term is up Sept. 36 rather than defend Clinton administration
You may be tempted to be a bit est in a former hobby is rekindled.
budget cuts he believes are too big, the newspaper said, citing
brusque with a customer or coAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
unidentified associates of the general.
worker. Practice sensitivity toward Sharing confidences will enhance a
The Times quoted friends and associates as saying Powell's
other people's feelings. There may new partnership. A banker or broker
desire to leave was also reinforced by public disagreements
be a need to change work proce- could make an important offer. A
between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and President Clinton over such
dures suddenly.
real estate or domestic matter
issues as homosexuals in the military and troop reductions.
' CANCER (June 21 -July 22): demands immediate attention.
Powell's spokesman, Col. Bill Smullen, said Tuesday night that
Someone in a position of authority
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be
may choose the path you must take more receptive to suggestions from
the chairman has told him he plans to serve out his term.
now. Be a good sport. Travel is indi- people who love you. What was difThe Times reported that Defense Secretary Les Aspin is considcated for some. Getting away for the ficult to discuss before can be
ering Powell's request but has not decided what to tell Clinton.
weekend will lift your spirits.
approached favorably now. Attend"There's no question Colin will be confronted repeatedly with
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): This is ing a gala social event excites you
having to carry out new policy guidance that may be at odds with
not a good day for shooting from the greatly.
his previous public positions," a close associate was quoted as
saying.
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Experimentation and radical change can be
"He's the consummate good soldier, but he'll have a lot of contheir ticket to success. These Aquarians' ability to balance financial aims
gressmen asking why he is recanting his earlier positions. He'll get
with spiritual insights enables them to reach their goals. World service is
tired of that real fast."
often these idealists' ultimate goal. Independent and somewhat stubborn,
In the 44-year history of the job, only three of the 11 chairmen
they are reluctant to ask for help even when they really need it. Wise parents
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff have left before their terms ended.
will let them know that there is no shame in accepting a helping hand.
Powell served as national security adviser to President Reagan
(To order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forevand was named chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in 1989 by
er: How. Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send 58.95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel. PG. Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
President Bush.

Death car displayed at
McLean County High School

Horoscopes

Colin Powell seeking early retirement

Andrews and McMee1.1

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
753-8056.

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches, ROCKY COLSON Home
roofing, concrete, drive- Repair. Roofing, siding,
ways, painting, mainte- painting, plumbing, connance,etc Free estimates. crete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
489-2303.
AL'S hauling, yard work, SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
tree removal, mowing. Free installation, repair, replacement. Backhoe service.
estimates. 759-1683.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. Refer- SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill.
ences. 759-1110.
753-2674.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, SHEETROCK finishing,
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- textured ceilings. Larry
perience. BOBBY Chrisrnan. 492-8742.
HOPPER, 436.5848.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: Removal. Insured with full
Factory trained by 3 major line of equipment. Free esmanufacturers. Most parts timates. Day or night,
in stock, on my truck. AM 753-5484.
wort and parts warranted. T.C. Dinh Repair and MainAsk for Andy at The Ap- tenance Electrical. Cleanpliance Works, 753-2455. ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
AUTO paint jobs $250. Also Street 753-6111 office,
buff & glazed $25. 753-0606 after 5pm.
759-1553.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
BACKHOE Service - ROY aluminum gutters, variety
HILL. Septic system, drive- of colors. Licensed, inways, hauhng,foundations, sured. Estimate available
759-4690.
etc. 759-4664.

Contract Bricit4e
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We are pleased to
announce
that
Shawn Alexander,
bride-elect of Kevin
Lamb, has made her
domestic and household
selections
through our bridal
registry.
Shawn and Kevin
will be married
March 6, 1993.

kj,11
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We are pleased to
announce that Stefani
flarnett, bride-elect of
Darren McCuiston,has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Stefani and Darren
will be married March
6, 1993.

We are pleased to
announce that Angie
Huff, bride-elect ofJohn
Morris, has made her
domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Angie and John will
be married March 13,
1993.

\VAL-MART WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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We are pleased to
announce that Lori
Wyatt Tubbs, recent
bride of Jon Tubbs
has
made
her
domestic and household
selections
through our bridal
registry.

\VAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Today in History
Today is Thursday. Feb. 11, the 42nd day of 1993. There are 323
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. II, 1812, the Massachusetts Legislature, at the behest of
Gov. Elbridge Gerry, passed a re-districting law that favored Gerry's
party, a political maneuver that resulted in the term
"gerrymandering."
On this date:
In 1847, inventor Thomas Alva Edison was born in Milan, Ohio.
In 1858, a French girl, Bernadette Soubirous, claimed for the first
time to have seen a vision of the Virgin Mary near Lourdes.
In 1861, President-elect Lincoln departed Springfield, Ill., for
Washington.
In 1979, followers of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini seized power in
Iran, nine days after the religious leader had returned to his home
country following 15 years of exile.
In 1986, after nine years of captivity, Soviet dissident Natan Sharansky was released by the Soviet Union as part of an East-West prisoner exchange.
In 1990, South African blacks celebrated as activist Nelson Mandela was freed after spending 27 years in captivity.
Ten years ago: Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon resigned his
post, but was offered the chance by Prime Minister Menachem Begin
to remain in the Cabinet as a minister without portfolio. (Sharon
accepted two days later.)
Five years ago: President Reagan's onetime political director, Lyn
Nofziger, was convicted of illegally lobbying top White House aides.
(However, the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals later overturned Nofziger's conviction, and the U.S. Supreme Court refused to reinstate it.)
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III, on a tour of
six former Soviet republics, visited Armenia, where he heard an appeal from the republic's president for U.S. help in resolving a bloody
feud with neighboring Azerbaijan.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director Joseph L. Mankiewicz is 84.
Author Sidney Sheldon is 76. Actress Eva Gabor is 72. Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen is 72. Missouri Gov. Mel Carnahan is 59. Actor
Burt Reynolds is 57. Musician Sergio Mendes is 52. Utah Gov. Mike
Leavitt is 42.
Thought for Today: "Nothing is mine, I have only nothing but it is
enough, it is beautiful and it is all mine." — Katherine Anne Porter,
American author (1894-1980).
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Calloway County Retired
Teachers met at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Musical
entertainment was by Jean Cooper's second graders. Joan Weber,
teacher, and Ray Dunn, principal,
were speakers.
Charles Foster of Trust Department of Bank of Murray talked
about "Probate of Kentucky
Estates" at meetings of several of
the local homemakers clubs this
montyh.
Officers of Wranglers Riding
Club are Christian Slough, Marie
Dolchan, Laura Price, Sabrina
Leslie, Katrina Jerger and Jenny
Woods.
The 80th annual meeting of
WMU of Kentucky Baptist Churches will be held at First Baptist
Church, Murray, April 21-23.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, associate

professor of agriculture at Murray
Murray-Calloway County
State University, has been Industrial Foundation Drive conappointed chairman of Easter tinues to climb as a total of
Seal Campaign in Calloway $158,850 has been reported by
County.
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Ray MofieId, chairman of
A Subcommittee of Murray
Department of Communications Planning Commission met Feb. 6
at Murray State University, has with Frank Vandeweer of State
been named presdient of Ken- Board of Economic Development
tucky Association of Communi- Planning Division to discuss a
cative Arts.
housing code for Murray.
Mrs. L.J. Hortin spoke on
Pfc. Thomas 0. Young, son of
"Lest We Forget — The First Mr. and Mrs. Truman 0. Young,
Ladies of the White House" at a is serving at Marine Corps Depot,
meeting of Captain Wendell Oury San Diego, Calif.
Chapter of the Daughters of the
Recent births reported at MurAmerican Revolution held at the ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
home of Mrs. Paul Sturm on Feb. and Mrs. Clifton Castleberry, a
10.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Homer CurlBirths reported include a girl to ing, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Keith D. Petty, Jan. Gamble, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
30; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Harold walls, a boy to Mr. and
Taylor, Jan. 31; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kent Rogers Nichols and a
Mrs. Terry Mullins, Feb. 1.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Thirty yearlitago
Shuffett.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have a disagreement over his belching — at least, that's the surface
issue.
I have asked him to please say
"excuse me" when he belches. He
argues with me, saying that if he's
in the next room or another room of
the house, he doesn't see any reason
to. I say that no matter where he is,
if I can hear him, he should say
"excuse me."
He finally agreed to a polite
"excuse me" if we are in the same
mom
He says I am trying to control

BLONDIE

him. I say it's a matter of basic
courtesy and has absolutely nothing
to do with controlling him. Our
home has open doorways, and when
he's in the next room, I can hear
every sound. so out of respect for
me, if he belches loudly, he should
say "excuse me."
I am tired of talking to him
about this. The etiquette books
don't cover this. Thanks for any
help you can give me. I'm sorry this
is even an issue. There are so many
more important things to worry
about.
IRKED IN BLUE SPRINGS, MO.

THE FAR SIDE

rT As•UST 9E
AT THAT SNCM/ FfVE FEET
COME DOWN'
HIGH

YOU CALL
THAT SHOP/

DEAR IRKED: This is a first.
I'll go along with you on the
matter of expecting a polite
"excuse me" when your husband belches within hearing
distance. However, I wouldn't
call it a "surface issue" — it's
more like a gut feeling.
DEAR ABBY: Please keep
reminding people ntwer to leave a
small baby alone in a house where
the family "pets- can get to it.
Recently. right in our neighborhixid.
a 2-month -old baby was left on a
couch, where it was mauled to

By GARY LARSON

NAIEN I PAS A KID THE 544:714
WAG SO SAD STOIZicS
COULDN'T 912ING IN THE
BABIES
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CALVIN and HOBBES
I USED TO NATE WRITING
ASSIGNMENTS , BUT NOW
I Eti.)0`1 TI-IEM.

I REALIZED TI-IAT 14E
PURPOSE OF WRITING IS
TO 1NRKE `NEAK IDEAS,
OBSCURE POOR REASONING,
AND i1'Wkt6tr CLARITV.

WIN A LITTLE PRACTICE,
WRITING CAN EAt•1 .
INTIMIDATING AND
IMPENETRABLE FOG!
WANT TO SEE 14`1 BOOK
REPORT?

"WE DINARICS oINTERKING
MONOLOGICAL IMPERATIVES
111 DICK AND JANE A STUDY
IN PSYCHIC TRAtiSRELATIONAL
GENDER MODES

,„.

Dr. Gott

CATHY

VALENTINE'S
DAY, IRVING??

f- YOU STARTED IT. 'IOU NUR1 SO MUCH FOR
TAKING THE INITIATIVE.
TURED IT. YOU BACKED ME 19TO /I CORNER AND BEAT ME
OVER THE HEAD WITH IT UNTIL, VE5. NOW I AM WEIRD".

"Well, kid, ya beat me — and now every punk packin'
a paddle and tryin' to make a name for himself will
come lookin' for you! ... Welcome to hell, kid."

Crosswords
Z • 121.••••1,

FOR BETTER

or FOR

WORSE

ACROSS
6
1 Embrace

GARFIELD

appease
11 Click beetle
12 Chief
14 Partner
15 Epic poem by
Homer
17 Behold!
18 Anger
19 — preview
20 "Nightmare"
Street
21 Tellurium
symbol
22 Surfeits
23 Profound
24 Wire nails
26 Rachel and

29 Encounters
31 Stores
3
34
5 Poker stake
"Destry —
Again"
36 Near
37 — Vegas
38 Poets
39 Hail!

40 Early morn
41 Boring tool
42 Watch face
43 Keep
into
45
view
47 Citrus fruits
48 Common —
DOWN
1 Red wine
2 Tardy
3 Consumed
4 Compass
•
point
5 Publisher
6 Assumed

Freame
la for
27 S
coffin
28 Hindu

garment

1

2

3

11
14
18

22

21

24

SOMEBODY BROKE INTO THE
HOW DID EVERYTHING 60
CAR,THE DRINKING
CUSTODIAN'S
AT SCHOOL TODAY, MARCIE?
FOUNTAIN FELL OFF TI4E WALL,
REMEMBER? I HAD TO 60 HOME t
AND THAT STUPID KID IN THE
BACK ROW ATE THE LAST
PIECE OF CHALK...

DEAR MARTHA: I have been
advised that one dog is usually
no threat to a child, but two
dogs — and most certainly three
— compose a "pack," and they
can be vicious if left in the presence of a helpless child. Most
people assume that their pets
are incapable of attacking a
child. Not true. The most docile
pets have been known to turn
on a child, unprovoked. After a
tragedy of that kind occurs, the
pet owners always say, "We
never dreamed that our dog
could ever he a danger to a
child."

DEAR WILMA: I couldn't verify whether Woodrow Wilson
wrote this or not. One of my
stgiff remembers singing this as
a camp song. Whatever, it's
clever.

ACADEMIA,

•1

YOU GOT NEEDY, CL196Y,
WH1Nk1, DEMANDING, PARANOID AND DESPERATE!

death by three large German shepherd "pets."
The' parents of the lih Wert.
devastated. Abby. please run that
warning in your column often. It
could avert a terrible tragedy.
MARTHA BROWN,II UST(IN

WILMA KRISHER.
WEST VNITY. OHIO

NERE I
COME

WHY DO 'IOU
ALWAYS &ET SO
WEIRD BEFORE

Training. High team scorers were
Gene Mathis, New Concord, D.
Lockhart, Almo, Bobby Kemp,
Lynn Grove, and Dale Barnett,
Murray Training.
Terry Grant, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Grant, is a student at
the University of Kentucky
School of Pharmacy.

DEAR ABBY When I
Kunkle High School m ot.,t 11,m 611
Yearigi)Hga1.1•.11kYVIAOrt4M
10(1111W \\iI k1111_
III111; thing I
remember wa, that In, hobby was
writinglimericks.
I think the title }IC 11 l'Ht ;ItHitit
himself is i genr
"ForbeautyLimnota,tar
"There are it her,
0(1
5011)0 by far
"But My face. I di rl't mind it.
"For I :ito behind it.
"It's the nrwsIii tn)nt t hat I ,1;

ke)

„

Forty years ago
The WMU of First Baptist
Church, Murray, is sending a box
of clothing to Korea, according to
Mrs. E.C. Jones, WMU president.
This will be sent to the Rev. Rex
Ray for distribution there.
World Day of Prayer program
by United Council of Church
Women will be Feb. 20 at First
Christian Church, according to
Mrs. B.F. Scherffius, president of
UCCW.
In high school basketball
games New Concord beat Almo
and Lynn Grove beat Murray

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
ACWLAZICIK

PAGE 15
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

OGO MUM OMU
GOO =MUM MOO
OGIUMMO DDMMUO
ODOM 0010
100011
OOMM
MOM 0012 D00
021 goo DOD ug
GUM 000 MUDOO
0038 DOM 01100
MOW MDUBEI
0 °DUD UOUE100
GOU UUMGO GUEI
000 OUULIO DOM
2-11 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate
name
7 Divulge'clandestinely

11 Sends forth
13 Frolics
16 Dregs
8 Young boy
19 Soupy —
9 Paid notice
20
22 Uncanny
10 Shouted
Malice
23 Mends with
cotton
10
9
8
WI 7
5
25 Encourages
26 Merchandise
12
28 Seats on
hi
horses
17
29 Pertaining
to cheek
UM
30 Glossy paint
31 Female
32 Devastate
33 Gravestone
35 Claude —
dsoef
38 hee
cheese
_
4
391 Ventites
Hoover
42 Lair
44 Agave plant
46 Myself

hiIUUU 11

II
iSUS
iii dUU.Uii
II
Id
Id
iUU
kiUUII
IUU.0 II
iiUIIU
11 "
15551 iUUUU
Id
27

UU

DEAR DR. GOTT My 13-year-old
son was diagnosed with juvenile dermatomyositis two years ago. He is being treated by a rheumatologist. His
pediatrician is being very insistent
that he retake the measles vaccine.
his rheumatologist is very insistent
that he not take it since this is a live
vaccine and his suppressed immune
system may not be able to handle it.
I'm at a loss as to what to do. What is
your opinion?
DEAR READER: Dermatomyositis is a form of muscle and skin inflammation that is believed to be
caused by an autoimmune reaction
during which the body mistakenly attacks its own healthy tissue.
Apparently, your son did not become immunized against measles as
a result of his initial childhood vaccination. Therefore, the pediatrician is
eager to re-vaccinate so that your son
will be immune to measles. However,
because the immune system is so fundamentally at fault in this disorder.
I'm going to side with your son's rheumatologist on the vaccine issue. I believe the risks of getting measles are
far outweighed by the hazards of giving your son a live-virus vaccine, no
one can predict how he will respond
or react to this product.
Perhaps a compromise is in order:
Wait until his disease goes into remission (a common event in juvenile dermatomyositiq then consider the
measles vaccine. See if the doctors
agree with my suggestion.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have been having trouble with my legs for 47 years
and have suffered with charley-horses, pain and muscle spasms. I finally
went to a doctor who gave me a prescription for Calan-SR to see if it
would help. For the first time in my
life, my legs are normal. What is
wrong that the pills have taken care
of? Is there any harm in taking this
medicine for the rest of my life?
DEAR READER: Calan-SR. a calcium channel blocker, aids circulation, as well as lowering blood pressure. Although no one knows exactly
why the drug helps patients with muscle cramps, it does.
suspect that the cause of your
cramps is poor circulation. therefore,
the Calan is a good choice for you. It
may not be appropriate for all patients with muscle spasms, however,
because not all spasms are due to circulatory insufficiency. The medicine
is safe; you can take it indefinitely.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report ''Consumer Tips on Medicines." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.ss plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
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Obituaries

4

U.N. calls for more aid for Somalia
Joe W.(Jack)
Skelton

Cecil B. Farris
The funeral for Cecil B. Farris
was today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords officiated and Mrs. Oneida White
was organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers were Glenn
Crawford, Richard Smotherman,
Stiephen Sanders, Tess Hopson,
Dan Hutson II and Terry Broach.
Honorary pallbearers were Dr.
Conrad H. Jones, James Clopton,
Dr. Howard Titsworth, G.B. Scott
Jr. and Jim Garrison.
Burial was in Murray City

Cemetery.

Joe W. (Jack) Skelton, 86, of
1508 Sycamore St., Murray, died
Wednesday at 10:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired iron worker, he was a
member of First United Methodist Church.
Born Jan. 8, 1907, in Houston
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Joseph Johnson Skelton
and Mae Webb Skelton.
He also was preceded in death
by four sisters, Vine Mae Sketlton, Daisy Daniel, Mary Tuttle
and Lenora Keel, and one
brother, James Manley Skelton.
Survivors include his wife,
husband, William R., Bowling
Mrs.
Ruby Flora Skelton; two
Green; one son, William D.
(Don) Swann and wife, Rande, sons, Joseph Lloyd Skelton and
Prospect, Ky.; three sisters, Mrs. wife, Diane, Finley, Tenn., and
Dortha Jones and husband, C.W., James Morris Skelton and wife,
Mrs. Jo Fielder and husband, Kathy, Evanston, Ill.; three
George, and Ms. Beth Broach, all grandchildren, Christina Skelton,
Allison Skelton and Laura Skelof Murray; five grandchildren.
ton; brother-in-law, H.V. Daniel,
Nashville, Tenn.; two nieces; four
nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. at Wesley Chapel United
Methodist Church in Dixon
County, Tenn. Burial will follow
in Skelton Cemetery.
Masonic rites will be Friday at
NEW YORK (AP) — You'll 7 p.m. at Blalock-Coleman Funhave one less excuse for hot call- eral Home, Murray, where
ing your mother under a new fea- friends may call after 3 p.m.
ture available soon to Nynex Friday.
phone customers.
VoiceDialing will enable you
to call Mom simply by picking
up the phone and saying,
"Mom."
Russell H. Joyce, 44, Paducah,
Or, you can call the office by
died Tuesday at 8:10 p.m.a t
saying, "Work."
Western Baptist Hospital,
Nynex unveiled VoiceDialing
Paducah.,
on Wednesday, describing it as
He was a member of Olivet
the first mass-market use of
Baptist Church. His father, Coy
voice -activated, speech Edward Joyce, preceded him in
recognition phone technology.
death.
The VoiceDialing customer
Survivors include his wife,
picks up the phone, waits for a
Mrs. Brenda Stewart Joyce; one
beep and speaks a word or phrase
daughter, Lydia Joyce, and his
already programmed in the phone
mother, Mrs. Genie Hendon Joycompany's computer. The comce, Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Gloria Walker, Lexington; five
puter matches up the voice and
brothers, Bill Joyce. Cape Girarthe instruction and dials the
deau, Mo., Wayne Joyce, Murray,
number.
Dalmos Joyce, Brookhaven,
Nynex said VoiceDialing difMiss., Perry Joyce, Louisville,
fers from other systems in use in
and Don Joyce, Paducah; several
that it requires no special telenieces and nephews.
phone or attachment. It will work
The funeral will be Friday at 2
on any touch-tone or rotary-dial
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funerphone, and one line can accomal Home, Paducah. The Rev.
modate 30 or 50 names.
Tommy
Tucker will officiate.
The company said the feature
Friends may call at the funeral
is especially useful for disabled
home after 4 p.m. today
people and others who find it dif(Thursday).
ficult to dial a phone.
Mr. Farris, 77, of Murray died
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bettie Lou Jennings Farris;
one son, Cecil B. (Buddy) Farris
II and wife, Mary Jo, Murray;
four grandchildren, Lisa Farris,
Nikki Farris and Alex Farris,
Murray, and Laura Fields, Dallas,
Texas; two brothers-in-law, J.F.
Jennings and wife, Louise, Paris,
Tenn., and Robert 0. Jennings
and wife, Esther, Murray.

Mrs. Virginia Broach Swann
The funeral for Mrs. Virginia
Broach Swann will be Saturday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Swann, 83, of Woodburn,
formerly of Murray, died Wednesday morning at Hopkins Nursing Facility at Woodburn.
A former member of the staff
of Calloway County Public
Library, she had operated the
Bookmobile for the Library. She
was a member of First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Her husband, Ewing Swann,
and one brother, Harrel Broach,
preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marlene Hourigan and
In
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones lad. Avg..-.--.+3.78
DJIA Previews Claw ........3412.42
Air Products------.-- 46+3/4
AT&
541/4+1/1
Bell South
mac
BrIgp & Strattoa..---.623/4+14
Chryder
Dees Foods..-----29-1/4
Exxon
Fisher Price.---.------25
Ford Motor.....------------. 50+1/4
General Electric..-.—.--.863/8-3/s
General Motors
4014+7/1
Goodrich
Goodyear
I B M
Ingersoll Rand
341/a mac
K.Ma
K U Eaergy...--.---- 291/2 sae
Kroger
LG &
McDonald.
5IP/s+1/a
J.C. Penney...............-.-- 78112+5/1
Peoples First*---- 328 323/4A
Quaker Oats --.-.--.-..6414+1/4
Scbering-Plough--...--.601/4+13/s
Time Waraer.—

Phone feature
gets rid of excuses

Russell
H. Joyce

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
— Major international aid must
continue for emergency programs
in Somalia this year if efforts to
rebuild the shattered nation are to
succeed, according to a draft
U.N. proposal obtained today.
The proposal emphasizes getting Somalis involved in saving
their country from the devastation
of clan warfare and drought that
killed 350,000 people last year.
But it says rebuilding must be
accompanied by continued widespread relief efforts by foreign
countries and international aid
agencies aimed at distributing
food, rebuilding hospitals and
schools, and restoring agriculture.
The plan — the Relief and
Rehabilitation Program for Somalia — follows a 100-day
emergency program aimed at saving lives that was adopted last
year and expired in January. A
U.S.-led military force arrived in
December to secure Somalia so
relief agencies could distribute
emergency food aid, medicine
and other supplies to millions of
people.
"Assuming that security is
adequate for the expansion of
humanitarian efforts, it is clear
that a major focus of 1993 will be
continued provision of large-scale
emergency relief assistance,"
said the draft proposal given to
The Associated Press.
"In the planning for 1993,
however, it is also apparent that a
substantial portion of Somalis are
ready to rebuild their lives and
society," it said. "An important
step in this process is the recognition by the Somali people that
they must resume control over
their own destiny."
Relief officials and others will
study the draft proposal and make
revisions before its presentation

at a donors conference in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, on March 9.
The draft copy leaves almost
all proposed spending figures
blank, but the programs described
would certainly cost hundreds of
millions of dollars.
The report says it would take
years to restore Somalia to the
meager society that was in place
before the 1991 ouster of dictator
Mohammed Siad Barre plunged
the country into warfare and
chaos.
"The success of the 1993
program will be largely dependent on three major factors: security, the Somalis themselves and
the response of the international
community," it said.
Foreign troops, including more
than 20,000 from the United
States, have virtually halted the

clan fighting and looting of
donated food that undermined
relief efforts last year.
The United States wants to
withdraw, most of its forces and
turn over control of the mission
to the United Nations.
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Give Her A Pizza Your Heart!
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While Supplies Last

(Broken Heart Upon Request)

Heart-Shaped Cherry Dessert Pizza
We are pleased to announce
that Kelly Trimble,bride-electof
Kevin Young, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal rqristry.
Kelly and Kevin will be married February 26, 1993.

With purchase of
Heart-Shaped Pizza

Free 30 Minute
Delivery, All Day
Sunday

qr Special Good
Feb. 14. Only

▪
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Only $200
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Your
Price
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SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED

2.8 Liter V-6
Overdrive Transmission
P20575R15 Raised White
Letter Tires
Rallye Wheels
AM-FM Cassette
Air Condition

Tahoe Decor Package
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Sliding Rear Window
Cloth interior
Chrome Rear Step Bumper

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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